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a world wonder special report 

Craving 
Natural Wonder? 
The Bay of Fundy is just the 

beginning of the visual feast. 

Believe it or not, the Bay of 

Fundy is not even the only 

world-famous bay here! 

Chaleur Bay is recognized by 

world-bays.com as "One of the 

Most Beautiful Bays in the 

World." Canoe into its brilliant 

sunset, or camp at its very edge. 

N e w B r u n s w i c k , C a n a d a ' s 

BAY OF FUNDY 
From the tallest tides to the rarest whales, the Bay of Fundy appeases 

the appetite for all things awesome. But the world-famous bay is 
just one of the many wonders to be savoured in New Brunswick, Canada. 

F6XSTOF FUNDY 

Chaleur Bay 

Or, pitch your tent in one of 

many National and Provincial 

Parks. Hiking or biking trails will 

lead you to spectacular vistas. 

Many parks have beaches, like 

Kouchibouguac National Park of 

Canada, where you can enjoy 

some of the warmest salt water 

north of Virginia. 

Irving Eco-Centre. La Dune de Bouctouche 

Take a walk in Bouctouche, 

along some of the rarest sand 

dunes on the planet. Hook the 

big one on the renowned 

Miramichi River. Trek through 

the ancient Appalachian 

Mountains. Or follow the 

picturesque St. John River all 

the way to the towering rock 

walls of the Grand Falls Gorge. 

e don't mean a feast of seaweed and 

plankton. (We leave that to the whales). We 

don't even mean a buffet of lobster (though we 

strongly encourage you to indulge). We mean 

New Brunswick is a feast... for your eyes. 

The main course: The Bay of Fundy. The natural phenomenon 

the whole world has been raving about for decades. An official 

Marine Wonder of the World. The one place on earth where the 

tides rise to a height of a four-storey building within a matter of 

hours. One hundred-billion tons of seawater flow in and out of 

the Bay during one tide cycle, more than the combined flow of 

the world's freshwater rivers. And the phenomenon doesn't just 

happen once in a blue moon. Mother Nature serves up this 

spectacular show twice a day, every day. 

One of the best places to view the tides is at the Hopewell 

Rocks. There, you'll also behold some of the most 

extraordinary rocks on earth. At high tide, they're tiny islands. 

But the tide dramatically recedes to unveil enormous flower-pot 

rock formations. Explore these 350 million-year-old sandstone 

sculptures, carved by the constant movement of the tides. 

If you're hungry for adventure, explore the ocean floor at low 

tide. Internationally renowned fossil discoveries have been 

made right here. Or, rent a kayak at high tide and paddle 

along the same spot where you stood just a few hours ago. 

It sounds impossible, but it's the daily menu here at the 

Bay of Fundy. Got an insatiable appetite for excitement? 

Rapell off jagged sea cliffs at Cape Enrage, declared by 

Frommer's Guide in 2005 as "the best view in Canada". 

The Bay of Fundy is also a feast - literally. Countless species 

of whales come here to feed, including humpbacks, minkes, 

and the rare Right whale of which only 300 remain on earth. 

The nutrient-rich Fundy mud flats also serve as a vital feeding 

ground to many species of migrating shorebirds, including the 

Semi-palmated Sandpiper. In the summer, approximately three 

million of them stop to fuel up for the 72-hour, non-stop flight to 

South America. 

This spot is so unspoiled, you'd expect it to be far from 

civilization. Nope. The Natural Wonders of New Brunswick, 

including its renowned Bay of Fundy, are a stone's throw from 

the province's vibrant cities and towns - places alive with 

Acadian culture, rich history, and warm East Coast hospitality. 

Cosy inns and B&Bs await your arrival. Chances are, there's a 

feast about to be served... of pink Atlantic salmon and ruby red 

lobster, freshly plucked from New Brunswick, Canada's 

famous waters. 

. ^ New JSSs Nouveau ^ 

Brunswick 
C A N A D A 

1-800-561-0123 
www.TourismNevvBrunswick.ca 

Canada 
ke«p cxpUxing 

Check out our neighbours at 
www.TourismNewBrunswick.ca/Neighbours 

http://world-bays.com
http://www.TourismNevvBrunswick.ca
http://www.TourismNewBrunswick.ca/Neighbours
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TWILIGHT SILHOUETTES a brown 
bear on a peninsula in Katmai National 
Park & Preserve, Alaska 

THOMAS 13 MANGE1SEN 

COVER PHOTO: A brown bear in 
pursuit of salmon, Katmai National 
Park & Preserve, Alaska. 
J THOMASD MANGFFSEN 
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F E A T U R E S 

•O SI The Sound of W a t e r 
a>t__ I Cot tonwoods are inextr icably 

l inked to our nation's past, f r om 

the journey of Lewis and Clark 

to the ancient landscapes of the 

Southwest . The trees' future, 

however, is anyth ing but certain. 

By Susan J. Tweit 

* 0 A"\ Focused 
v J V * / Five of National Parks' f requent 

contr ibutors help you capture 

better images the next t ime you 

visit one of their favori te places. 

O O Paddling 
v 3 C3 Through T ime 

The Captain John Smith 

Chesapeake National Historic 

Trail is the first park unit of its 

kind where hiking boots are 

By Melissa Hendricks 

SI SI A t Home on 
I I the Prairie 

The call of the greater prair ie-

Pthe plains of the Midwest . But 

now Tallgrass Prairie National 

Preserve is one of the few places 

it can stil l be heard. 

By Krista Schlyer 
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President's Outlook 

Editor's Note 

Letters 

Trail Mix 
A ranger on your iPod, a request 
from filmmaker Ken Burns, 
falcons taking flight at the 
New River Gorge, and a new 
vision for Gateway National 
Recreation Area 

Park Mysteries 
Do wild animals play? 

Rare & Endangered 
Yellowstone's cutthroat trout 

Reflections 
A parent finds that the national 
parks offer her child a unique 
learning experience 

Tours & 
Accommodations 
A special advertising 
section to help plan 
your next vacation 

5 4 Historic Highlights 
The Chilkoot Trail in Alaska's 
Klondike Gold Rush National 
Historical Park 

5 6 Aperture 
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THE HEALING POWEKf*' 
of nature, through a child's eyes. 
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P R E S I D E N T ' S O U T L O O K 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

C H A I R 
'Gene T. Sykes, Los Angeles, California 

V I C E C H A I R S 
'Steven A. Denning, Greenwich, Connecticut 

'Thomes F. Secunde, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 

"Fran Ulmer, Anchorage, Alaska 

S E C R E T A R Y 
'Diana Blank, Atlanta, Georgia 

T R E A S U R E R 
"Alan J. Lacy, Lake Forest, Illinois 

Susan Babcock, Pasadena, California 

Frank Bonsai, Glyndon, Maryland 

'Joyce C. Doria, Potomac, Maryland 

Michael V. Finley, Atlanta, Georgia 

Denis P. Galvin, McLean, Virginia 

Vincent E. Hoenigman, San Francisco, California 

John E. Huerta, Washington, DC. 

'Sally Jewell, Seattle, Washington 

Henry A. Jordan, MD, Chester Springs, Pennsylvania 

Robert Keiter, Salt Lake City, Utah 

Roger Kennedy, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Sheldon B. Lubar, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Dwight C. Minton, Bozeman, Montana 

William J. Pade, Woodside, California 

Glenn A. Padnick, Beverly Hills, California 

'Audrey Peterman, Atlanta, Georgia 

Jerome Ringo, Lake Charles, Louisiana 

Theodore M. Smith, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Olene Walker, Salt Lake City, Utah 

William Walter, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

• W. Richard West, Washington, DC. 

AnneWexler, Washington,DC. 

'Executive Committee 

T R U S T E E E M E R I T U S 
Gretchen Long, Wilson, Wyoming 

EXECUTIVE STAFF 
Thomas C. Kiernan, President 

Thomas Martin, Executive Vice President 

Ron Tipton, Senior Vice President for Programs 

Karen Allen, Vice President for Human Besources 

Ray Foote, Vice President for Development 

Jim Nations, Vice President for State of the Parks 

Craig Obey, Vice President for Government Affairs 

Theresa Pierno, Vice President for Regional Operations 

Linda M. Rancourt, Vice President for Communications 

Mina R. Stanard, Vice President for Membership 

Phil Voorhees, Vice President of 

Center for Park Management 

Elizabeth Fayad, Counsel 

REGIONAL OFFICES 
Don Barger, Senior Director, Southeast 

Alex Brash, Senior Director, New York City 

Tony Jewett, Senior Director, Northern Rockies 

David Nimkin, Director, Southwest 

Joy Oakes, Senior Director, Mid-Atlantic 

Sean Smith, Director, Northwest 

Jim Stratton, Director, Alaska 

Ron Sundergill, Director, Pacific 

Unnatural Disaster 

E very summer, millions of us 
gather up our families and head 
for Cape Cod National Seashore, 

Yosemite National Park, Grand Canyon 
National Park, or another favorite na
tional park site around the country. 

I have been traveling to the national 
parks every summer for more than three 
decades, enjoying the trails of Shenando
ah in Virginia, the rapids of the Potomac 
River at Mather Gorge, or wildlands at 
Wrangell-St. Elias National Park & Pre
serve in Alaska. Some of these parks are now showing the effects of global warming. The tem
perature of the streams that flow through Shenandoah is rising, making conditions less favor
able for trout; heavy rains (like the 13-inch deluge that hit the Mid-Atlantic region last summer) 
force the Potomac over its banks; and more spruce trees are dying off in the forests of Alaska 
because the shifting weather provides favorable conditions for the spruce bark beetle. 

Last month, NPCA released a report that highlights a series of problems in the national 
parks brought on by global warming. Few now dispute that the Earth's rising temperatures 
are directly tied to the increase of human-caused pollution—specifically carbon dioxide—in 
the atmosphere. Extreme weather events are among the most dramatic effects of the warm
ing trend. This past November, more than 18 inches of rain fell in 36 hours, flooding Mount 
Rainier National Park and causing more than $36 million in damage. 

If we don't take action to slow or halt global warming now, the centennial of the National 
Park System in 2016 may be marked by the accelerated loss of glaciers at Glacier National 
Park and the loss of Joshua trees at Joshua Tree National Park. 

Federal, state, and local governments, as well as individuals, can take actions that will slow 
the damage. In the House of Representatives, Rep. Nick Rahall (D-WV) and Rep. Norm Dicks 
(D-WA) have introduced the Global Warming Wildlife Survival Act, which would establish a 
national strategy for assisting wildlife populations affected by global warming. Congress might 
also pursue legislation establishing strong controls for coal-fired power plants that could reduce 
harmful emissions. These actions and many others are highlighted in NPCA's report, as part of 
our strategy to curb the effects of global warming on the national parks. 

If our national parks are to thrive in the future, we must act now to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, both within the national parks and across the country. We have less than a decade 
remaining before the National Park System's Centennial. For tips on what you can do to help, 
please go to www.npca.org/globalwarming. 

THOMAS C. KIERNAN 
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E D I T O R ' S N O T E 

Explorations 

I hate to admit it, but I was nevet much of an explorer as a child. 
I spent most of my time outdoors dribbling a basketball, hitting 
a tennis ball, or tossing a baseball. Like every other student, I 

memorized the exploits of Cortes, de Soto, and Ponce de Leon, but 
their adventures never really held my interest. In fact, history was 
one of my least favorite subjects. 

But ever since arriving at NPCA in the fall of 2004, I've learned to 
love history, in spite of myself. When you interview a handful of park 
rangers every month, and hear the details of every twist and turn that 
shaped our country, it simply can't be avoided. 

This issue of National Parks is full of those stories, and full of ex
plorers. An article on the Cottonwood's connection to national parks 
illustrates how Lewis and Clark relied on the tree in countless ways, just 
as American Indians had for years before. A story focusing on Captain 
John Smith details his exploits and charts a course for those who would 
like to follow in his wake. And a Reflections essay reveals how a child's 
exploration of nature engages him in ways that nothing else can. 

Every time we set out to create the next issue of National Parks 
magazine, our aim is to inspire readers to explore the parks in print 
and in person. Let us know if we've accomplished our mission this 
time around. 

National 
PARKS 

EDITOR: Scott Kirkwood 
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WHO WE ARE 
Established in 1919, the National Parks 

Conservation Association is America's 

only private, nonprofit advocacy or

ganization dedicated solely to protect

ing, preserving, and enhancing the U.S. 

National Park System. 

WHAT WE DO 
NPCA protects national parks by 

identifying problems and generating 

support to resolve them 

WHAT WE STAND FOR 
The mission of NPCA is to protect and 

enhance America's National Park Sys

tem for present and future generations. 

EDITORIAL MISSION 
National Parks magazine fosters an 

apprecation of the natural and historic 

treasures found in the parks, educates 

readers about the need to preserve 

those resources, and illustrates 

how member contributions drive our 

organization's park-protection efforts. 

The magazine uses the power of imag

ery and language to forge a lasting bond 

between NPCA and its members, while 

inspiring new readers to join the cause. 

MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
Members can help defend America's 

natural and cultural heritage. Activists 

alert Congress and the administration 

to park threats; comment on park plan

ning and adjacent land-use decisions; 

assist NPCA in developing partner

ships; and educate the public and the 

media. Please sign upto receive Park 

Lines, our biweekly e-mail newsletter. 

Go to www.npca.org to sign up. 

HOW TO DONATE 
For more information on Partners for 

the Parks, contact our Membership De

partment, extension 213. For informa

tion about bequests, planned gifts, and 

matching gifts, call our Development 

Department, extension 145 or 146. 

QUESTIONS? 
If you have any questions about your 

membership, call Member Services 

at 1-800-628-7275. National Parks maga

zine is among a member's chief benefits. 

Of the S25 membership dues, $6 covers a 

one-year subscription to the magazine. 

HOW TO REACH US 
National Parks Conservation 

Association, 130019th Street, N.W., 

Suite 300, Washington, DC 20036; by 

phone: 1.800.NAT.PARK(628.7275); 

by e-mail: npca@npca.org; and 

www.npca.org. 
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Get a closer look...ioo times 
closer for sharper accuracy 
The optical breakthrough that brings you closer to 
the action and fits in your pocket. 

A re you tired 
of lugging 

around bulky 
binoculars on 
hikes or to sports 
events? Are your 
current binocu
lars too big to fit 
in your purse for 
the theater? Have 
you just skipped 
on buying binoc
ulars because 
they are too 
expensive? 
Binoculars are 
always useful if 
you're a bird 
watcher or sports 
enthusiast, but 
many for sale are 
big, bulky and 
lack any impres
sive features 
despite their 

high prices. 

We have the answer. Introducing optical 
technology that brings everything closer in a 
smaller package. The improved SuperZoom" 
Plus with 100X zoom magnification compact 
binoculars are some of the smallest on the 
market, and they still include all the features 

From this view... 

• ioox zoom-4 times t 
as powerful as most 
binoculars 

• Compact-about half 
the size of most 
binoculars 

• Great for sporting 
events, bird watching, 
races, air shows 
and more. 

• Can be used with 
sunglasses 

• Only 13.1 oz 

• Affordable A 

you'll want and need. 
You never know where 
or when you may want 
them to take a closer 
look at the natural world. 
With excellent zoom capa 
bilities, they clear up distant 
objects and prevent eyestrain. 

Even with their small size, you 
won't have to compromise on magnifica
tion and clarity. The SuperZoom binoculars 
feature high performance prisms and fully 
multi-coated lenses which will produce 
exceptionally sharp, high-contrast images. 
Our binoculars have the capacity to allow you 
to view objects at 18x magnification and then 
zoom-in up to lOOx for pinpoint accuracy. 
The center focus knob and independent right 
diopter adjustment offers maximum focusing 
capability, all without ever losing sight of the 
object you are viewing. With its one-touch 
zoom lever and sure grip finish on the body, 
you'll never miss seeing the action clearly 
again with our binoculars. The binoculars 
also come with a tripod adapter for ultra-still 
viewing. The designers thought of everything. 
You can even twist-down the comfort eyecups 
so you can view through your binoculars 
while wearing sunglasses. Complete with 
protective case with belt loop and a worry-free 
neck strap, you'll take them everywhere. 

...to this! 

High'performance optical 
technology for today's 
oU'the-go consumer. 

If weight, size, eyestrain, or risk of 
loss are preventing you from taking your 
binoculars with you when you want them, 
Carson SuperZoom compact binoculars 
are the answer. And, with this special direct 
offer, they're an exceptional value you just 
can't miss. They come with the manufacturer's 
lifetime limited warranty and our 30-day 
money-back guarantee; if you're not 
completely satisfied, simply return the 
binoculars for the full purchase price. 

Call now to take advantage of our 
special direct offer. 

SuperZoom" Plus ioox Binoculars 
$149.85 + S&H or 
Three payments of $49.95 + S&H 

Toll-Free 24 hours a day 

1-888-201-7078 
Promotional Code SZB112-01 
Please mention this code when you call. 

To order by mail, please call for details. 
We can also occept your check by phone. 

N0CTTEN . 

For fastest service, call toll-free^ hours a day 8 8 8 - 2 0 1 - 7 0 7 8 

OPTICAL Wffl^fflSn 



L E T T E R S 

HUNTING FOR ANSWERS 

I enjoyed the Spring 2007 article "Fro

zen in Time," on hunting and fishing 

in national parks in Alaska, but I wish 

you had said something about the 

pertinent management policies. The 

romantic view of native peoples as 

great conservationists 

has been proven 

false, and Paul Mar

tin and others think 

that early humans 

on this continent 

hunted some species 

to extinction in pre

historic times. Are 

native people free to 

take as much as they 

want of whatever they 

want, in whatever way 

they want, whenever 

they want? Is hunting 

solely for subsistence or 

also for the market? Is NPS monitor

ing the affected populations? 

WALTER SHEPPE 
Akron, OH 

The article in the Spring 2007 

issue of National Parks magazine 

brought to my mind a sore point about 

anyone hunting in our national parks. 

The author stressed the fact that na

tive people have been hunting here 

for millennia, but they did not always 

use modern weapons. If they wish to 

keep their tradition alive, they should 

be required to use traditional weap

onry and not modern equipment—no 

motor boats and no guns. No other 

Americans are allowed to kill whales 

and, regardless of their traditions, nei

ther should they. 

BETTY MARTIN 
North Point, PL 

Thank you for the article about subsis

tence hunting and fishing in Alaska's 

park units in the Spring 2007 issue. As 

an Alaska Native, I was pleased with 

author Dan O'Neill's feature on subsis

tence activities that are protected with

in most of Alaska's national parks and 

preserves. This was the promise made 

to Alaska Natives when their claims 

of aboriginal title to Alaska lands were 

extinguished in 1971. In enacting the 

Alaska National Interest Lands Con

servation Act (ANILCA) in 1980, 

Congress declared a national policy 

of protecting the subsistence way of 

life and legislated a clear congressional 

directive to protect the cultural aspects 

of subsistence living as "essential to 

Native physical, economic, traditional, 

and cultural existence." 

Unfortunately, the title of the 

feature, "Frozen in Time," may have 

suggested to some readers that cus

tomary and traditional subsistence 

activities are, in fact, frozen in time. 

This is hardly the case, as subsistence 

activities (and the methods and 

means of taking fish and game), 

while based on customary and tra

ditional knowledge passed from 

generation to generation, have 

adapted over time for purposes of 

efficiency. 

In 1980 (the year of 

ANILCA's passage) vir

tually all Alaska Native 

subsistence hunters had al

ready adopted firearms as 

a means of hunting game. 

Congress knew this 

and did not expect sub

sistence hunters to go 

back to the bow and 

arrow days of pre-con-

tact. Rather, Congress 

protected subsistence 

activities without dis

tinguishing between 

those that were practiced pre-contact 

and those that have adapted since. 

HEATHER KENDALL 

Senior Staff Attorney 

Native American Rights Fund 

Anchorage, AK 

As Ms. Kendall notes, the survival of 

Native cultures in Alaska is a testament 

to both tradition and adaptability. 

Great respect and deference are tradi

tionally given to elders, but new tech

nologies were adopted ivhenever they 

improved the success and productivity 

of a hunter, gatherer, or fisherman. The 

evolution of weapons included the use of 

rocks, then spears, bow and arrow, and 

finally firearms. But it is not the technol

ogy that defines Native subsistence life, 

it is the relationships—relationships be

tween family and the land and resources 

they rely on, and between a people and 

the landscape that has been their home 

beyond their collective memory. 

NPCA has addressed the need to 

monitor the impact of subsistence hunt-
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ing in its August 2006 report, 

Who's Counting? How Insuf

ficient Support for Science Is 

Hindering National Park Wild

life Management in Alaska. 

NPCA will continue to work on 

this issue to ensure the health of 

wildlife populations that are so 

crucial to the people of Alaska 

and to visitors alike. For more 

information, visit www.npca.org/ 

alaskalwildlife. 

—Editors 

THE FRUITS OF 
HIS LABORS 
National recognition of the 

life's work of Cesar Chavez is 

long overdue ["Another Step 

Forward," Spring '07]. Not 

because the National Park Sys

tem needs a punch list of sites 

recognizing each ethnicity, but 

because through his words, 

deeds, and examples he lived 

the ideals of fairness, justice, 

and perseverance. And he was 

a great American. The story of 

those who toil endlessly in the 

fields of this country for low 

wages and no benefits to bring 

us cheap fruits and vegetables, 

and of the man who worked 

tirelessly on their behalf, is es

sentially the story of the Ameri

can labor movement, from the 

automobile factories to the coal 

fields to the sweat shops. 

MARKDEGREGORIO 

Masonville, CO 

A PLEASANT 
DISTRACTION 
I've been a member of NPCA 

for many years, and I've always 

enjoyed your magazine. But the 

Spring 2007 issue is the best I've 

ever seen. I started reading it on a 

crowded subway to distract my

self from a nasty headache, and I 

soon forgot everything else. The 

photos were stunning and the lay

outs clean and inviting. I read the 

entire issue from front to back. 

I loved the mix of history 

with discussions of the current 

challenges to the park system— 

and the articles touting ways to 

experience the parks beyond the 

windshield of a car. Congratu

lations on taking the magazine 

in an exciting new direction! 

TERRIJ. HUCK 
Springfield, VA 

CORRECTIONS: 
The article "Keepe, s of the Light" contained mistaken caption information: 

Rolf Peterson's wolf-moose study takes place on Isle Royale, not Apostle Is

lands, as noted on pages 42 and 43. In the same article, volunteer lighthouse 

keeper Karen Halbersleben's name was misspelled. The article "Another 

Step Forward" on page 16 contained incorrect information about Sen. Ken 

Salazar's state and party affiliation; Salazar is a Democrat from Colorado. 

Send letters to National Parks Magazine, 1300 19th Street, 
NW#300, Washington, DC 20036 

or e-mail npmag@npca.org. Include your name, city, and state. 
Published letters may be edited for length and clarity. 

F R E E CABELA'S 
CAMPING CATALOG 

A t Cabela 's , outfi t t ing you is our priority. T h a t ' s 

why we offer an incredibly comprehensive selection 

of hun t ing , fishing, camping and outdoor gear. All 

hacked by our 100% Satisfaction Guaran tee . 

CATALOG - Call 800.857.8007 for a FREE Catalog 
I N T E R N E T * Visit cafaclas.com 
RETAIL - Call 800.581.4420 for store information 

Ccd-Jki, 
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iraniArci 
C A L E N D A R 

J U L Y - A U G U S T A RANGER IN 
YOUR BACK POCKET 

GO SNORKELING WITH A PARK RANGER 

in the waters of Biscayne National Park 

(above) in Florida, where living coral reefs 

and diverse sea life offer a park experience 

unlike any other. Call 305.230.1144 or visit 

www.nps.gov/bisc. 

J U L Y 2 8 

CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK in 

New Mexico celebrates its 50th annual "Bat 

Flight Breakfast." Hundreds of visitors gather 

to watch the bats leave the cave every sum

mer evening, but their return each sunrise 

lasts much longer, as hundreds of thousands 

of bats circle overhead before diving into 

the cave entrance. Call 505.785.2232 or visit 

www.nps.gov/cave. 

S E P T E M B E R 2 4 - 2 5 

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL NATIONAL HISTOR

IC SITE in Little Rock, Arkansas, will dedicate 

its new visitor center on 

September 24, with the 

help of the Little Rock t 

Nine, Congressman 

John Lewis, and VI' 

former President Bill 

Clinton. The next day, 

the school will mark the 

50th anniversary of its integra

tion with a festival and a series of educational 

forums, culminating in a ceremony on the 

school's front lawn. Call 501.374.1957 or visit 

www.nps.gov/chsc. 

Ever hoped a ranger would 

hop in your passenger's 

seat and give you a person

al tour of Yellowstone? If you've 

got an iPod, you can get the next 

best thing for free. 

The nation's oldest park is us

ing some of the newest technol

ogy to bring its world-renowned 

geysers, hot springs, wildlife, 

and scenery to anyone with ac

cess to a computer. Visit the 

park's official Web site and you 

can view any of 37 short videos 

on your desktop or, better yet, 

download them to a video iPod 

and hit play as you make stops at 

Old Faithful, Mammoth Springs, and the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone. 

The first two series. Inside Yellowstone and Yellowstone In Depth, span a range of 

topics and geographic areas, and more are on the way. Inside Yellowstone features 

dozens of two-minute segments with ranger Beth Taylor, who provides facts about 

the park's world-famous attractions along the Grand Loop Trail and beyond. Yellow

stone In Depth includes a handful of ten-minute documentaries on Yellowstone's 

natural and cultural icons, with insights from park rangers, scientists, historians, and 

visitors. Viewers can learn the history of the park's 

management of grizzliesor explore the likelihood that 

Yellowstone's super volcano might erupt anytime 

soon. To download videos or watch from your 

desktop, visit: www.nps.gov/archive/yell/insideyel-

lowstone/index.htm and www.nps.gov/archive/yell/ 

yellowstoneindepth/index.htm. 

E Y E - O P E N E R 

In CHESAPEAKE: BAY OF LIGHT, photographer Ian Plant fo

cuses his lens on some of the most beautiful landscapes along 

the Eastern seaboard. The accompanying text, written by Tom 

Horton, details the rich history of the Maryland and Virginia 

coastlines and the challenges of the future, from algae blooms and pollution to vanishing species. 

The book was produced with help from the Chesapeake Bay Foundation and The Conservation 

Fund, which spearheaded the creation of the Captain John Smith Chesapeake National Historic 

Trail. (See page 38 for the story of the trail's designation and more of Plant's images.) 
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Video podcasts now 
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YOU OUGHTTA 
BE IN PICTURES 
Ken Burns and PBS want you in their next film 

A s PBS gears up for its debut of The National Parks, a major documentary film series 

to premier in 2009, director Ken Burns and writer/producer Dayton Duncan are 

looking to park visitors to help round out their footage with home movies. The 

film will reveal the national parks as an idea that is constantly tested, constantly evolving, 

and inherently full of contradictory tensions between individual rights and the community, 

preservation and exploitation, and one generation's immediate desires versus the next gen

eration's legacy. It will be filled with major historical figures—from John Muir to Theodore 

Roosevelt to Ansel Ad

ams—but it will also 

tell the stories of many 

l e s s e r - k n o w n 

A m e r i c a n s , 

from dirt-poor 

farmers to im

migrant artists 

and wealthy philan

thropists whose pas

sion for the American 

landscape helped 

create a system of 

parks that all of us 

now cherish. 

Ready for your 

close-up? If you 

have film footage 

of your family's visits to America's national parks from the 

1920s through the 1980s, submit your VHS tapes or DVDs (no originals—materials will 

not be returned) to Anne Harrington at WETA, 2775 S. Quincy Street, Arlington, VA, 

22206. Identify the year, the park, and the names of those appearing, and also include 

your name, address, and contact information. If your movie is chosen for the fi lm, 

you will receive a free DVD of the series. Deadline for entries is August 1. Questions? 

E-mail eod@weta.com. 

NUMBER OF PARK UNITS, with the addition of Sand Creek Massacre 

National Historic Site in Kiowa County, Colorado, memorializing the massacre 

of nearly 160 Cheyenne and Arapaho on November 29,1864. On that day, more 

than 700 members of a Colorado regiment led by Colonel John Chivington 

attacked a peaceful village of American Indians camped along Sand Creek. In

dians launched retaliatory raids on ranches and stations along overland trails 

for months afterward. As one of the Cheyenne survivors, George Bent, later 

said, "A lot of innocent people died because of Chivington's attack." It may never be clear 

why the U.S. soldiers attacked the village, but the event clearly had a dramatic effect on the 

government's approach to Indian relations in the following years. The 12,000 acres in south

east Colorado symbolize the event's significance in American history, and its importance to 

the Northern and Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes. 

The public has been waiting 

anxiously for the day they 

when they can get back into 

the park to camp, hike, and 

climb, [but] much work still 

remains, and we can use 

everyone's help in the repair 

and recovery effort." 

NPCA's Northwest Regional Director 
SEAN SMITH, on the reopening ofMt. 
Rainier, quoted by theTacoma News 
Tribune. Severe flood damage made trails 
and roads impassable, but NPCA helped 
coordinate volunteer efforts leading to the 
park s reopening in May. 

We're pretty jazzed. 

JIM STRATTON, regional director of NPCA's 
Alaska office, quoted by the Anchorage Daily 
News, in response to the Alaska Board of 
Game's unanimous decision to prohibit bear 
hunting on state lands, including parts of 
Katmai National Park & Preserve. Stratton 
had presented the board with 10,000 com
ments from NPCA members and activists in 
the days leading up to the decision. 

How long did we go through 

the debate about whether 

smoking causes cancer? 

It's time to get moving. 

DON BARGER. senior director of NPCA's 
Southeast regional office, quoted in the 
Knoxville News Sentinel on the need to 
recognize the impact of global warming 
on Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
and other parks, as documented in yet 
another government report anticipating 
severe weather and species extinction. 
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A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW 
Juvenile peregrine falcons introduced at New River Gorge 

In April 2006, 15 nestling peregrine fal

cons were brought to New River Gorge 

National River in West Virginia, in the 

hope of establishing a nesting pair in the 

coming years. And so far the results are ex

ceeding expectations: All but one of the ju

venile birds remained in the so-called "hack 

area" beyond the 14-day threshold that 

generally hints at a successful outcome. 

Nationwide, peregrine falcon popula

tions began to decline in 1950s because 

of pesticide use, which disrupted the for

mation of eggs. The species was listed as 

endangered in 1970, but removed in 1999, 

after its numbers bounced back in many 

regions. But not everywhere. 

"Peregrine falcons are still very rare in 

West Virginia," says Matt Varner, wildlife 

biologist at the park. "There has been only 

one occurrence of a nesting pair in the state 

in 30 years, so it's been something the state 

game agency has wanted to address." 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

worked with experts at the College of Wil

liam and Mary to conduct a "cliff invento

ry" throughout the region, flying a helicop

ter along 240 miles of mountain range. The 

conclusion? The number and diversity of 

the clifflines along the New River Gorge of

fered some of the most suitable habitat for 

the establishment of falcon hacking sites. 

Young falcons have been brought to 

the park at 28-35 days old, taken from the 

coastal region of Virginia, where nests are 

often built on bridges near highways and 

coasts, contributing to mortality rates as 

high as 80 percent. Upon arrival, falcons 

are confined to a large box that protects 

them from predators and minimizes their 

contact with humans. The birds are re

leased after about two weeks, but gener

ally remain near the site for food, until they 

slowly learn to hunt butterflies, dragon-

flies, and eventually blue jays and doves. 

"There's a big benefit to keeping ju

veniles together," says Varner. "During 

those early stages, they can learn from 

one another, practice flight skills like talon 

grappling and avoidance maneuvers, which 

they'll need in the wild when a red-tailed 

hawk tries to go after them." The longer 

the birds remain in the area, the greater 

their odds of success. Biologists believe 
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A JUVENILE PEREGRINE 
FALCON spreads its wings 
at New River Gorge National 
River, West Virginia. 



that each an imal that remains beyond t w o 

weeks has a good chance of surv iv ing on its 

o w n . But on a broader scale, on ly 10 percent 

of juveni le peregr ines surv ive beyond three 

years, so the l ikel ihood of a pair nest ing in 

the gorge years later is qui te s l im. Wh ich 

means Varner and company are p lay ing a 

numbers game. For the project to be con

sidered a t rue success, b io logis ts wi l l need 

to release dozens of birds over the course 

of years. 

"This is a project we're commi t t ed to for 

the long te rm, th rough 2010," says Varner. 

"The hope is that at least one falcon wi l l re

tu rn , and either attract another bird that was 

part of the p rogram o ra migra tory peregr ine 

mov ing th rough the area in the spr ing, and 

establ ish a nest here or in Harpers Ferry or 

Shenandoah. Because the gorge is central ly 

located in relat ion to those other recovery 

areas, it may eventual ly become an epicen

ter for fa lcon recovery." 

For now, birds are ident i f ied w i t h s imple 

bands a round their legs, and tracked to the 

extent possib le, but the hope is to employ 

satell i te te lemet ry to fo l low the b i rds ' every 

move—an expensive propos i t ion that may 

also reveal more about whe re the bi rds 

spend their w in ter months . 

In June , the park released yet another 

g roup of juveni les and insta l led cameras 

that a l low the publ ic to see the d rama play 

out . A mon i t o r in the Canyon Rim Vis i tor 

Center p rov ides con t inuous v ideo cover

age of the young fa lcons, and st i l l pho to 

graphs f r o m the v ideo s t ream are posted 

on the park 's Web site every f ew minu tes . 

You can track their progress at w w w . n p s . 

gov/ner i . —Scott Kirkwood 
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REASSEMBLINGECOLOGIES 

A NEW VISION 
FOR NEW YORK 
Landscape architects reimagine an often-overlooked 

national park in the shadow of New York City 

Quick, name a sprawling national 

park that's only a stone's throw 

away from the millions of people 

who live and work in New York City. (And 

no, it isn't Central Park—in fact, you could 

easily fit 30 Central Parks inside its bor

ders.) The correct answer is Gateway Na

tional Recreation Area, 26,000 acres of 

coastal land that you may have glimpsed 

the last time you flew into JFK International 

Airport. Never heard of it? You're not alone. 

A survey of 1,200 New York-area residents 

revealed that only half were aware of its 

existence. But 35 years after the park's cre

ation, that may be about to change. 

"Like its sister park across the country, 

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, 

Gateway has its origins in the Outdoor Rec

reation Bill, signed by President Kennedy 

in 1963," says Alexander Brash, regional 

director for NPCA's Northeast regional 

office. "The 1960s were a turbulent time 

for America's urban areas, and it was 

increasingly clear there was a need for 

more recreational and outdoor opportu

nities, especially for those who couldn't 

"REASSEMBLING ECOLOGIES," a design 
concept by North Design Office, Toronto, Canada. 

necessarily afford a trip to Yellowstone 

or Yosemite." 

So New York City, New York state, New 

Jersey, and the federal government cob

bled together parcels of land in Brooklyn, 

Queens, Staten Island, and coastal proper

ty across the Raritan Bay in New Jersey. By 

1972, these 12 upland sites and 12 islands 

had come under the Park Service's juris

diction as Gateway National Recreation 

Area. The marsh islands and grasslands 

of the Jamaica Bay unit form a refuge for 

thousands of birds and other wildlife. Mili

tary forts on Staten Island and Sandy Hook 

reflect the history of our nation's coastal 

defense. And Floyd Bennett Field, where 

continued on page 14 
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the first trans-Atlantic flight originated, 

is now home to historic aircraft being 

restored by veterans. 

"Gateway is a sparkling green jewel in 

the midst of a gray urban mosaic," says 

Brash. "Because of its location along the 

Atlantic Flyway, the park attracts millions 

of migrating birds each spring and fall." As 

one of the East Coast's biggest estuaries, 

Gateway hosts more than 330 species of 

birds such as resident peregrine falcons, 

and migrating warblers, terns, and ducks. 

People, however, haven't been flock

ing to Gateway. The park simply hasn't 

blossomed in the same way as Golden 

Gate National Recreation Area 3,000 miles 

away. Federal commitment to urban parks 

slowed dramatically after the park's cre

ation, and its natural resources have de

clined in recent years, as evidenced in a re

cent report by NPCA's Center for the State 

of the Parks. 

"In the past two decades the people of 

New York City have recognized that quality 

of life is a vital part of any functioning city," 

says Brash. "At the same time, NPCA has 

increasingly turned its attention to histori

cal sites and urban parks, which provide 

recreation opportunities for millions of 

people, and often serve as their introduc

tion to the world's greatest park system." 

Thus the impetus for a design competi

tion to reenvision the park, and reconnect it 

to city residents who live within a few miles 

of its borders. In May, 12 judges reviewed 

97 proposals from 22 countries, all submit

ted as part of a project called "Envisioning 

Gateway." NPCA led the effort, with help 

from Columbia University and the Van Alen 

Institute, and funding from the Tiffany & 

Co. Foundation. Some of the concepts that 

emerged from the competition included 

turning Jamaica Bay into a research station 

that uses green technologies; adding float

ing hydroponic pods to address the loss 

of wetlands; and concentrating recreation 

areas so that ecological balance might be 

restored to more natural areas. 

Six finalists were selected and their vi

sions are now posted at www.npca.org/ 

gateway. NPCA is encouraging the region's 

"URBAN BAROMETER," by loop|8, Larchmont, NY (top) and detail from "H2gr0w," 
by Frank Gesualdi and Hayley Eber, New York, NY (above). 

residents, and indeed every park lover, to 

review the proposals and voice their sup

port for the best concepts by September 

15. This fall, the winning designs and pub

lic feedback will be presented to the Park 

Service for consideration, just as officials 

prepare a general management plan to 

shape the park's future. If the proposals 

receive much-needed support from the 

federal government, Gateway might even

tually reach the potential of Golden Gate, 

emerging as an iconic park for local resi

dents and international visitors alike. 

-Scott Kirkwood 
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PARK M Y S T E R I E S By Jeff Rennicke 

Playing Around 
In a natural wor ld that 

rewards efficiency, can wi ld 
animals conceivably engage in 

something as fr ivolous as play? 

Atrio of crows flies straight into a Lake 
Superior gale, launching themselves 
off the cliffs at Pictured Rocks Na

tional Lakeshore. They taunt the wind until 
it seems certain to snap their bones like so 
many dry sticks, then they tip their wings 
and slingshot back to safety. Again and again 
they return, like children swinging on a rope 
out over a cliff edge, daring each other to go 
higher. In Alaska's Gates of the Arctic Na
tional Park, a wolf pup stalks the twitching 
tail of a sleeping adult. The younger one inch

es forward and then nips its target sharply be
fore bolting for the horizon with its elder in 
close pursuit. The adult soon stops, lies down, 
feigns sleep, and the game begins again. 

For as long as humans have been watch
ing animals, the question has been asked: 
Do animals play? Some answer with refer
ences to "energy budgets" and the role of 
mock battles in honing survival skills. To 
others, the sight of a humpback whale rising 
out of Alaskan waters like a 40-ton exclama
tion point or pronghorns on the prairie rac

ing clouds' shadows is the very definition of 
joy for joy's sake. Still the question remains. 
Is what we are seeing really play? 

To Marc Bekoff, professor of ecology at 
the University of Colorado, the answer is 
simple: "Of course it is," says Bekoff, the 
author of The Emotional Lives of Animals. 
"Play behavior has been well-documented 
among numerous bird and mammal spe
cies." The proof, or "litmus test" as Bekoff 
puts it, is when you observe a combination 
of behaviors from different contexts all at 
one time. A wolf may slam with its hips the 
way it would in a battle for domination. It 
might mount another as if trying to mate. 
It may bite and shake as in a predatory pos
ture. Roles might even be reversed: a domi
nant animal might defer to a subordinate 
for a time. "These varied behaviors in an 
unpredictable sequence are not something 
you'd see in combination in any other con
text," Bekoff reasons, "except in the creativ
ity of play." 

Another marker, called the "play bow" is 
common among canids: head on forepaws, 
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A BISON CALF in Yellowstone engages in a 
playful standoff with an adult. 



rump in the air, tail wagging. It is a posture 

unmistakable to any dog owner, or to another 

creature. Bekoff says the play bow, which has 

been documented in everything from hyenas 

to great apes, is a clear invitation meaning, "I 

am not aggressive. Let's play." 

If it seems clear that animals do indeed 

play, the question of what role it may have 

in their lives is less clear-cut. The most com

mon answer is that play has strong survival 

benefits, teaching young the skills they will 

need as they grow. The varied types of play 

observed among different species of animals 

seem to bear this out, at least in part. 

Carnivores such as wolves often play 

by stalking, pouncing, and biting, activi

ties that could be seen as honing predatory 

skills. The play of ungulates such as deer and 

elk, on the other hand, more often involves 

what scientists call LRM (locomoto rotation 

movements)—fleeing, jumping, and evad

ing—skills that could later aid in eluding 

predators. These motions can serve an im

portant role in what physiologists call the 

"training response" or the way an animal's 

muscles, joints, and bones react in times of 

stress. Play is beneficial to an animal's physi

cal development, its anaerobic and aerobic 

health. It may even contribute to an animal's 

cognitive development. 

"Because pl.iv involves such an extremely 

variable set of behaviors in an unpredictable 

pattern, it gives an animal practice in react

ing quickly to a wide range of contexts," says 

Bekoff, who considers it "training for the un

expected." 

Still, it is difficult to think in terms of 

"training" when watching a river otter splash 

in Abrams Creek in Great Smoky Moun

tains National Park. A species known for its 

playfulness, the river otter was once nearly 

extinct in the Smokies until its reintroduc-

tion in 1986. The program was successful 

in more than simple numbers, according 

to Bill Stiver, a biologist with the park. The 

"reports poured in" every time people saw 

them, he says. The otters played for hours, 

pushing sticks across the snow, doing belly 

flops down "slides" into the water, tossing 

stones like beach balls. It is as if a smile, as 

much as a species, has been brought back to 

the park. 

To watch the furred joy of a river otter or 

to see crows playing in the wind is to witness 

more than just the biological honing of life 

skills. It is to experience joy in another spe

cies. Even though play makes up only 2 to 10 

percent of most animals' time, there may be 

moments when animals can splurge a little, 

to feel the rush of excitement at the wind 

whistling past their wings or the pounding 

of hooves. Marc Bekoff thinks so. Watch

ing elk prance across a boulder field once in 

Rocky Mountain National Park, he heard 

someone wonder out loud why the herd 

would do that. He thought about explaining 

how high stepping might help them learn to 

outpace predators in deep snow or develop 

kicking muscles as a defense. But he didn't. 

He said simply, "Because it's fun," and that 

seems as good a reason as any. NP 

Jeff Rennicke is a teacher at Conserve School in 

Wisconsin's North Woods, where he teaches the 

literature of national parks. 
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RARE & E N D A N G E R E D By Seth Shteir 

BALD EAGLES, GRIZZLIES, and otters all rely 
on the Yellowstone cutthroat for sustenance. 

Cutthroat 
Competition 

The Yellowstone cutthroat trout 
is disappearing, and the impact could 
ripple through the park's food chain. 

The icy waters of Slough Creek in Yel
lowstone National Park meander 
through a spacious valley, beyond 

open meadows, where the craggy summit of 
the Beartooth Mountains rises to 9,000 feet. 
Craig Matthews, an ardent conservationist 
and the owner of Blue Ribbon Flies, wades 
in up to his waist. He ties a small dry fly onto 
his rod and casts, moving his rod back and 
forth like an eight-foot metronome. The fly 
lands gracefully at the head of a pool and 
moments later a large Yellowstone cutthroat 
sucks it down. Matthews expertly plays the 
fish and nets it. The 21-inch cutthroat's 

crimson slash, golden hue, and black spots 
seem more likely to have been adorned by an 
artist's brush, rather than the result of mil
lions of years of evolution. 

The Yellowstone cutthroat is one of ap
proximately 12 subspecies of native cut
throat trout found in clean, cold streams 
and lakes in North America. Each species is 
identified with its own geographical region 
and distinct markings. The 90,000 acres of 
Yellowstone Lake are the last stronghold of 
the species. 

Yellowstone cutthroats dine primarily on 
insects, but will occasionally pursue juvenile 

sculpins, whitefish, suckers and 
even small trout. They sip deli

cate mayflies hatching on the 
water's surface, hunt stonefly 
nymphs clinging to smooth 
river cobbles, and even con
sume grasshoppers that fall 
into the water. 

But they're more widely-
known for their role as prey, 
not predator. Cutthroats 

support a $36-million sport-
fishing industry in the park 

and surrounding communi
ties, and they provide an essential 

source of food for many animals. 
"The cutthroat is an important link in 

the food chain of the park—from inverte
brates to higher level consumers [like grizzly 
bears]," says Todd Koel, supervisory fisheries 
biologist at Yellowstone National Park. 

In the spring, grizzlies emerge from hiber
nation and fatten themselves on cutthroats 
spawning in the tributaries of Yellowstone 
Lake. Bald eagles and ospreys snatch wrig
gling cutthroats from the lake shallows and 
feed them to their young. Otters chase trout 
through mazes of submerged tree branches. 
"The cutthroat lies at the heart of the Yel
lowstone system," says Koel. Indeed, other 
fish, like the introduced lake trout, can't 
replace cutthroats in the food chain because 
they generally swim 50 to 100 feet below 
the surface, well beyond the reach of birds, 
grizzlies, and otters. 

That's why the cutthroat's dwindling 
numbers are cause for concern. In 1999, a 
fish census recorded more than 2,300 cut
throats in Bridge Creek, a tributary on the 
west side of Yellowstone Lake. But five years 
later, only one cutthroat was counted there. 
It was a similar story at Clear Creek, on the 
lake's east side, where 1,438 cutthroat were 
counted in 2004, down 58 percent from the 
previous year. 

So what accounts for the diminished cut
throat numbers in Yellowstone? One answer 
is the predatory lake trout, which was first dis-
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covered in 1994. No one is exactly sure how 

the lake trout were introduced, though many 

suspect they were covertly introduced by an 

angler. Today, the lake trout problem boils 

down to simple arithmetic: These large, vora

cious fish can consume up to 42 cutthroats 

per year. To cull the lake trout, Todd Koel's 

fisheries team gill nets them in Yellowstone 

Lake from May through September. Since the 

mid-1990s, they've netted nearly 200,000 lake-

trout. But Koel admits, "The lake trout have a 

free run of Yellowstone Lake seven months of 

the year," when the surface is frozen over. 

Lake trout aren't solely responsible lor 

the cutthroat's decline. Whirl ing disease, a 

parasitic protozoan from Europe, kills young 

cutthroats in streams. The microscopic or

ganism is believed to have been introduced 

to North America though contaminated 

fish parts from Denmark, which somehow 

entered wild streams. Whirling disease can 

move downstream at an astonishing rate of 

15 to 20 miles a year, and neither cutthroat 

nor rainbow trout are immune. 

Every summer, drenching rains increase 

stream Hows and allow young cutthroats to 

migrate back to Yellowstone Lake. But recent 

drought conditions have led many tributar

ies to dry out, isolating the young cutthroats 

in small pools. These recently hatched fish 

quickly become easy pickings for gulls, peli

cans, and other predators. 

Hybridization is yet another threat to 

Yellowstone cutthroats. When cutthroats 

live in the same water as rainbow trout, 

they often produce offspring together, re

sulting in handsomely colored fish. But 

fisheries biologists contend that the "beauty 

is only skin deep" and worry that hybrid

ization will inevitably bring an end to the 

cutthroat 's genetic purity, altering its role in 

the ecosystem. 

Though the cutthroat's numbers have been 

drastically reduced, the U.S. Fish and Wild

life Service concluded in 2006 that it does not 

warrant endangered species protection. More

over, not all stakeholders agree on whether an 

endangered species listing is desirable. 

Koel maintains that halting the spread of 

exotic species such as lake trout and whirling 

disease is critical to saving the Yellowstone cut

throat. He also urges anglers who catch cut

throat to release them and take home introduced 

fish like rainbow trout instead. Finally, Koel be

lieves that one of the best ways to preserve the 

Yellowstone cutthroat is to encourage a broad 

spectrum of people to fish in Yellowstone: "The 

more we put native fish in the hands of kids and 

people in the city," he says, "the better off spe

cies like the cutthroat will be." NP 

Seth Shteir is a teacher and conservation Chair 

of the San Fernando Valley Audubon Society. 
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R E F L E C T I O N S 

THE NATURAL RHYTHMS of the outdoors 
prove therapeutic for children. 

Natural Healing 
A parent finds that nature is the best 

medicine for a child struggling wi th 
a unique neurological condition. 

When our first son, Nick, was born, 

we struggled to accommodate a 

little infant who seemed unusu

ally irritable and sensitive. As he grew to be 

a toddler, Nick experienced difficulty with 

coordination, falling down or tripping fre

quently and constantly bumping his head. 

These and other challenges began to affect 

his enjoyment of pre-school. His classmates' 

singing was too loud, the little jungle gym 

too scary, the finger paint too cold, the toy 

too hard to wind up, and the storybook 

too heavy. When our son was three years 

old, a wonderful teacher advised us that all 

of these things might be related, and that 

perhaps we should have Nick evaluated by 

a specialist. Eventually, Nick was diagnosed 

with Sensory Integration Disorder (SI), 

a condition that interferes with his ability 

to process a broad range of sensory input. 

There are many ways to treat SI, but in our 

family's journey, we have found no greater 

therapy than nature. 

The condition's symptoms can include 

hypersensitivity to noise or touch, poor bal

ance, or weak hand strength. These difficul

ties play out in the life of a child in unusual 

ways that can affect early development. This 

explained why Nick had difficulty engaging 

continued on page 22 
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R E F L E C T I O N S 

continued from page 20 

in messy play like finger painting and why 

he felt so isolated on the playground. It ex

plained his fine motor delays, which made 

it difficult to button a shirt, tie a shoelace, 

and even color with crayons. SI children 

also can exhibit behaviots that their teach

ers and peers do not understand, including 

resistance to touch, fist clenching, lethargy, 

chronic fidgeting, profound fear of heights 

or noise, temper tantrums, and low self-

esteem. The good news is that occupation

al and physical therapy can help children 

overcome the challenges of SI by providing 

a mix of sensory input that challenges but 

does not overwhelm, that builds muscle tone 

and strength, that evens out the peaks and 

valleys of sensory input. We were fortunate 

Looking back now, I find it hard to believe 

that we ever dared take Nick into the wilder-

ness, given his hypersensitivity as an infant. 

It turned out to be a very fortunate case of 

blissful ignorance. From the very beginning, 

we noticed that he was more at ease and more 

confident the deeper "in the woods" we were. 

It wasn't because things were easier out there, 

or because there was less sensory input. On 

the contrary, he quickly learned to paddle 

a canoe, climb rocks, gather fire wood, and 

became expert at catching lizards, frogs, and 

insects—all abilities at least as demanding as 

playing with Legos. In fact, we find that even 

today, the bigger and more unstructured the 

natural space, the more physically confident 

and capable Nicholas becomes. After learning 

how occupational therapy treats sensory inte-

The Last Child in the Woods. Louv and others 

have made a compelling case that children 

lose out when they are disconnected from na

ture, a phenomenon that is fast becoming a 

hallmark of modern American life. Research 

across a wide variety of disciplines indicates 

that children benefit enormously from the un

structured, free, and imaginative play open to 

them in natural, unordered settings. I am not 

a child psychologist or an educator, but based 

on my experience as a parent, I couldn't agree 

more. There is also speculation that nature can 

help children suffering from common condi

tions such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder (ADHD). 

America must reintroduce its children to 

wild places where creativity, imagination, 

exploration, and wonder—the very stuff of 

Spending t ime in nature is an exceptionally effective form 
of therapy, requiring Nick to wo rk all of his muscles, to 

focus on the path or stream in f ront of him, or to react to 
an uncontrolled physical situation unfolding before him. 

that Nick's SI was not severe, and today there 

are virtually no signs of his early difficulties. 

Nick's therapist gave him exercises and ac

tivities to do as "homework," like carrying 

grocery bags in from the car, playing with 

Legos, and getting dressed in front of a mir

ror—simple tasks that are challenging for a 

kid with SI. Over time, occupational therapy 

helped Nick learn to hold a crayon without 

breaking it, to pump his legs on a swing, and 

to cope with loud noises. But time spent out

doors, interacting with the grit, noise, and 

challenges of nature, has proven to be the 

most effective therapy. 

As children of parents whose careers re

volve around conservation, our kids have 

been exploring wild places since they were 

infants; Nicholas was only four months old 

the first time we took him camping. We're 

fortunate to live about one hour away from 

F.verglades National Park, Big Cypress Na

tional Preserve, and Biscayne National Park. 

gration disorder, we now believe that spend

ing time in nature is an exceptionally effective 

form of therapy, requiring Nick to work all of 

his muscles, to focus on the path or stream in 

front of him, or to react to an uncontrolled 

physical situation unfolding before him (like 

a canoe threatening to tip over). Nature pro

vides endless opportunities for fun, adventure, 

creativity, and exploration that our modern 

"indoor" world simply doesn't provide our 

children. Nick's experience illuminated all of 

this to us in a very obvious way. 

And it isn't just kids like Nick who ben

efit from nature. I am convinced that all 

children yearn for the freedom, challenge, 

and adventure wild places provide, even if 

the benefits aren't as immediately obvious. 

Then again, perhaps they are as obvious, but 

we don't realize it. 

In recent years, the concept of nature-

deficit disorder has hit the mainstream, fol

lowing on the heels of Richard I.ouv's book. 

childhood—fit perfectly. Our national parks 

represent the most magnificent of these wild 

places, where families can go and explore 

together, where a child from the suburbs or 

the city can be free to "conquer" a vast for

est, wild river, or tall mountain. Our parks 

are places that belong to all of us, but mostly 

they belong to our children, for whom we 

hold them in trust, those who can appreci

ate them in ways that we grown-ups can only 

remember. Of course, experiencing nature 

also helps the rest of us remember our own 

childhoods, before video games and 24-hour 

cartoon channels, when we ran outside bare

foot, drank out of the garden hose, and had 

to be called inside for supper. Today's world 

is certainly quite different, but a child's need 

for nature is the same. NP 

Shannon Estenoz is a senior policy advisor 

based in NPCA's SunCoast Regional Office in 

Hollywood, Florida. 
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THE SOUND! liffltfifM 

"THIS SPECIME IS THE SEED OF THE C O T T O N W O O D 
W H I C H IS SO A B U N D A N T IN THIS COUNTRY. . . 

THE W I N D W H E N BLOWING STRONG DRIVES IT T H R O U G H 
THE AIR TO GREAT D ISTANCES BEING SUPPORTED 

BY A PARRISHOOT OF TH IS COTTONLIKE SUBSTANCE 
W H I C H GIVES T H E N A M E TO T H E TREE." 

— M e r i w e t h e r Lewis , 1804 

WHEN LEWIS AND CLARK 
traversed the West, cottonwood trees lined 

rivers, streams, and springs like rhreads of 

green stitched through the forbidding ex

panses of plains and desert. The tall trees 

with fat trunks and canopies of rustling 

leaves rising as high as a ten-story building 

formed groves whose green and billowing 

crowns stood out like beacons in the largely 

treeless landscapes, guiding Travelers and ad

vertising water, shade, and wood. 

Lewis and Clark's company floated up the 

Missouri in pirogues—canoes shaped from 

whole cottonwood trunks. Fort Mandan, 

which sheltered the explorers through their 

first Great Plains winter, was built from cot-

tonwood logs; the wood, described by Lewis 

as "of a white color, soft spungey and light," 

also supplied fuel for heat and cooking. The 

PREVIOUS SPREAD: 
FROST ON broad-leafed 
cottonwood leaves (left), 
and a hiker walking 
beneath Fremont 
cottonwoods inZion 
National Park, Utah (right). 

wheels and axles for their portage around 

the Great Falls on the Missouri were carved 

of cottonwood, and the explorers noted that 

Indians used the sweet inner bark of the tree 

as winter silage for horses. 

"Native American cultures had a close 

connection with cottonwoods," says Mike 

Scott, research ecologist with the U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) in Fort Collins, 

Colorado. Plains tribes used cottonwood 

trees for food, fuel, and to create children's 

toys; cottonwood trunks also furnished the 

sacred pole for their ceremonies. One Plains 

tribe believed the spirits spoke through cot

tonwoods, because their angled stalks cause 

the leaves to rustle in the slightest breeze. In 

the Southwest, the Hopi still carve sratues 

of sacred beings called kachinas from the 

roots of the cottonwood tree, and Pueblo 

people hollow out cottonwood logs for 

ceremonial drums. 

Cottonwoods have a special resonance for 

most Westerners, perhaps because the trees, 

called alamo in Spanish and commemorated 

in hundreds of wesrern place names, mark the 

presence of water and the surprising diversity 

of life it nourishes in these thirsty landscapes. 

Their rusrling leaves even sound like water. 

The trees that succored Lewis and Clark's 

party were Plains cottonwoods, one of three 

types of broad-leafed cottonwoods that flour

ish along lower-elevation rivers and streams 

in the inland West. All are fast-growing with 

deeply furrowed bark and deltoid leaves, 

and they play similar ecological roles. The 

three are most easily distinguished by their 

geographic location. (See "A Field Guide to 

Plains and Desert Cottonwoods, page 29.") 

Scott calls these cottonwoods "keystone 

species": The shady, open groves of riparian 

or bank-side forests formed by these trees 

provide critical habitat for many species of 

wildlife in arid regions. The trees' open, leafy 

canopies attract unique insect species that 

feed birds from yellow warblers to yellow-

billed cuckoos; their rhick branches support 

the massive platform nests of bald eagles, 

hawks, and herons; cavities in the soft wood 

house wildlife from bears and raccoons to 

bats, owls, and bluebirds. 

As in Lewis and Clark's rime, the cotton

wood forests lining the West's rivers still suc

cor travelers, in this case, migratory wildlife. 

These tree-shaded corridors provide what 

Scott calls a "region-wide uniform habitat" 

from central Mexico to Canada that guides 

and feeds wildlife making the hazardous 

annual commute across deserts and plains: 

"Neotropical migratory birds [warblers, ori

oles, and tanagers] winter in cottonwood 

riparian forests in Mexico, use them as mi

gration corridors, and nest in them in sum

mer in the United States and Canada," says 

Scott. "At each point on their journey, these 

cottonwood forests are home." 

Yet the West's cottonwood forests are threat

ened. If Meriwether Lewis retraced his route 

on what is now the Lewis and Clark National 

Historic Trail, he would barely recognize the 

riparian foresrs. Today, their shady canopies are 

frayed or entirely gone; impenetrable tangles of 

brush choke formerly open groves. 

What happened? Dams were built, streams 

dried up, and invasive species moved in. 

The West's broad-leafed cottonwoods are 

synched to the natural rhyrhms of the region's 
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THE SOUND OF WUtCT 

COTTONWOODS PROVIDE FOOD for 
porcupines (right) and attract insects that sustain 
yellow warblers (below) and other songbirds. 

INVASIVE SPECIES such as tamarisk (above) 
threaten riverbanks in Big Bend National Park, 
Texas. A dead Fremont cottonwood tree (left) 
decomposes in Zion National Park. 

rivers and streams, which Hood after spring 

snowmclt or summer rains and ebb during 

fall and winter. Cottonwoods bear fruit dur

ing high flows, loosing prodigious quantities 

of seeds, which float downwind and down

stream on the cottony "parrishoots" noted 

by Meriwether Lewis. The seeds stick in sod

den drifts on puddles of teccding water and 

germinate on damp, flood-scoured ground. 

The size of a pinhead, each seed sprouts a 

tap root that grows as much as an inch and 

a half every day, following the water deep 

into the soil. The tops can spurt up ten feet 

a year, maturing into trees with cushioned 

bark, sturdy trunks, and root systems that 

endure through the very floods that prepare 

the ground for new seedlings. 

But the flooding necessary to cotton-

woods is now rare on western rivers. Dams 

have evened out the flows, and withdrawals 

for human uses dry up rivers and streams, 

dropping groundwater levels below the 

reach of cottonwood roots. Global watming 

is likely to worsen water shortages, deliver

ing smaller snowpacks and longer droughts. 

Without flooding, cottonwood seeds can't 

sprout; because fast growth yields weak 

wood and thus a short life, the emblematic 

groves soon die out. 

The human impact on stream and river 

flows also favors the spread of exotic invasive 

species, says Curt Deuser, supervisory restora

tion ecologist with the National Park Service's 

Lake Mead Exotic Plant Management Team. 

The most widespread of these is tamarisk, 

a group of small trees native to Eurasia that 

sprout tiny, succulent leaves and masses of pink 

flowers. Planted as an ornamental species since 

the late 1800s and later distributed for erosion 

control, the various species of tamarisk now in

fest an estimated 3.3 million acres throughout 

the western United States, seriously affecting 

every national park and monument in the des

ert Southwest. At Big Bend National Park in 

Texas, for instance, botanist Joe Sirotnak esti

mates that half of the park's 117 miles of Rio 

Grande riverbank are choked by tamarisk. 

Tamarisk crowds river and stream banks, 

elbowing out native plant species and poison

ing the soil with the rain of salty, necdlelike 

leaves that inspired its other common name, 

salt cedar. Thickets of tamarisk turn diverse 

riparian communities into monocultures, fuel 

frequent fires, and narrow and deepen stream 

channels; some thickets are so dense they can 

literally dry up streams and springs. A single 

acre of tamarisk can transpire 2.8 million 

gallons of water a year, equal to about two 

minutes of Colorado River How through the 

Grand Canyon in fall. Multiply that by mil

lions of acres, and the impact on the region's 

scarce water supplies becomes all too clear. 

As tamarisk populations have exploded, 

myriad species that depend on cottonwood 

forests have declined. Populations of the south

west willow flycatcher, a songbird tied to ri

parian willow and cottonwood communities, 

plummeted; the diminutive bird was declared 
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These tree-shaded corridors 
provide a "region-wide uniform habitat' 

f rom central Mexico to Canada that 
guides and feeds wildlife 

making the hazardous annual 
commute across deserts and plains. 

an endangered species in 1995. According to 

Park Service biologist David Bustos, tamarisk 

infestation has lowered stream flow and now 

threatens dozens of species, including the 

White Sands pupfish, a tiny desert-dwelling 

fish native to a few isolated springs and streams 

around White Sands National Monument in 

New Mexico. 

But there is hope. Removing tamarisk 

allows streams and groundwater levels to 

recover, helping cottonwood forests to re

bound. Deuser and his cohorts at Lake 

Mead have criss-crossed the West, control

ling the invasive trees with chainsaws, pre

scribed burns, and herbicides at a cost that 

ranges from $400 to $2,000 per acre. Five 

years after tamarisk removal in one drainage, 

cottonwoods as tall as 20 feet stand next to 

dead tamarisk stumps. 

Soon, a little-known but promising bio-

control method involving small green bee

tles could put Deuser and his crew out of 

business. The leaf-eating beetles, imported 

from tamarisk's native range in Asia and the 

Mediterranean, were extensively tested be

fore they were released at ten western sites in 

2001. They have already defoliated 100,000 

acres from Nevada to Texas, says C. Jack 

DeLoach, reseatch entomologist at the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Agri

cultural Research Service in Temple, Texas. 

Beetles released at Lovelock, Nevada, 

munched their way 100 miles upriver in just 

five years; in one year, beetles released near 

Canyonlands and Arches national parks in 

Utah defoliated every tamarisk along 11 

miles of the Colorado River. "After four 

years of defoliation, the plants begin dying," 

says DeLoach. 

Converting tamarisk into native habitat is 

a benefit both biologically and aesthetically. 

At Big Bend, Sirotnak is working on an en

vironmental impact statement for the release 

of the beetles as an alternative to costly and 

"heavy-handed" mechanical and chemical 

control methods. 

At White Sands, nearby habitat suitable 

for the imperiled southwest willow flycatcher 

precludes the release of leaf-eating beetles, 

which may disturb the birds' remaining 

nest sites. So Bustos is whacking away at an 

estimated 4,000 acres of tamarisk with the 

help of a National Park Service Exotic Pest 

Management team and as many volunteers 

as he can recruit. Cottonwoods flourish in 

unlikely places at White Sands. "Groves of 

big trees just pop out in the middle of the 

dunes," able to tap groundwater under the 

snow-white sands, says Bustos. 

Cottonwoods may be threatened, but 

these symbols of water—and life—in arid 

landscapes inspire broad support. Dur

ing one of Scott's presentations, the USGS 

ecologist encountered a rancher who groused 

about the trees' water-wasting ways, only to 

confess in private that he actually likes them. 

USDA entomologist DeLoach admits he 

should have retired a long time ago, but he 

just had to stick around long enough to see 

the biocontrol project succeed. Lake Mead's 

Deuser says simply, "Seeing the cottonwoods 

come back gives me hope." NP 

A plant ecologist turned writer, Susan J. Tweit 

is the author of ten books about the relationship 

between humans and nature in the West, 

including The San Luis Valley: Sand Dunes and 

Sandhill Cranes. 
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f lains cottonwood trees live east 

of the Continental Divide from 

Alberta south to the Texas Pan

handle. The species offers shade in 

historic sites like Fort Laramie in Wyo

ming, Bent's Old Fort National Historic 

Site in Colorado, and stretches of the 

Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail, 

and provides oases in the prairie at 

places like Badlands National Park in 

South Dakota. 

Rio Grande cottonwood dominates 

the river it is named for in New Mexico 

and extends into the upper reaches of 

the Colorado River system. It's the cot

tonwood whose leaves rustle in Canyon 

de Chelly, Petroglyph, White Sands, and 

Colorado national monuments and at 

Mesa Verde National Park. 

Fremont cottonwood thrives in the 

hot deserts of the southern Southwest 

and northern Mexico. Look for it at 

national parks ranging from Channel 

Islands and Death Valley in California 

to Arches and Big Bend, Canyonlands, 

and Grand Canyon. 



See the national parks through 
the eyes of America's finest 
conservation photographers 

t hose of us who love nature photogra
phy don't always get to hear the sto
ries behind the photos. When we 

do, we're humbled by the talent behind 
each frame. The photographers featured in 
National Parks magazine share common 
traits when shooting in the field: patience, 
persistence, and sheer bravery. The result is 
i clear and unwavering love for nature that 
shines through in every flawless exposure 
rnd carefully composed scene. 

The following pages feature five of Amer
ica's most accomplished conservation pho
tographers and the national parks they know 
oest. Through their narratives, we learn 
to see our parks in a new way. Light turns 
magical. Wild animals emerge. Landscapes 
become art. 

30 NATIONAL PARKS 

It's true that solid technical skills and an 
artistic eye have everything to do with the 
quality of an image—but so does familiar
ity with the subject. Whether it's a sawgrass 
landscape from the Everglades or a juvenile 
brown bear fishing in Katmai National Park 
& Preserve, these photographers know the 
land and its rhythms like their own back
yards. Their tips, secrets, and lessons learned 
arc invaluable sources of knowledge to any
one craving a more intimate experience with 
the national parks. 
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EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK FLORIDA 

CARLTON WARD JR. 

S andwiched between Miami and Naples' relent
less urban sprawl, ancient Florida quietly en
dures. In FLvergladcs National Park, sawgrass and 

cypress flow endlessly in all directions, reminding me of 
the beauty that once encompassed the entire southern 
half of our state. The light at dawn and dusk, turned 
pink and orange by moisture in the air, transforms ev
ery view into art. 

Photographing the Everglades can be as challenging 
as it is rewarding. How do you capture the essence of 
thousands of square miles of flat, wet wilderness in a 
few frames? On a recent assignment, I put 1,500 miles 
on my truck in a single week photographing this region. 
This is not the approach I recommend. Instead, find one 
place that catches your eye, then slow down and explore 
it from different angles as the light changes. The Shark 
Valley Visitor Center and Anhinga Trail are great spots 
for wading birds, but paddle a canoe or kayak far from 
the trail to immerse yourself in the landscape. 

I once photographed a dwarf cypress tree near Pay-
hay-okee, watching its character transform in the lower
ing light. Just before sunset, an endangered snail kite 
flew over my head and landed on a nearby branch. I felt 
as if the voice of the FLverglades had spoken to me, and I 
hope my photographs echo its message, NP 
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KATMAI NATIONAL PARK & PRESERVE ALASKA 

THOMAS D. MAMGELSEN 
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I could hear Brooks Falls from a half-mile away but 
couldn't predict what kind of scene waited for me 
there. Every time I crested the last hill toward the 

bear-viewing platform in Katmai National Park & 
Preserve, the scene overlooking the falls was different. 
Some days there wasn't a bear in sight. On others, they 
were everywhere I looked—fishing quietly in deep pools, 
camping out on boulders across the river, wading ankle-
deep above the falls. Today was one of those days. 

Downstream, a massive male dives in headfirst to 
catch a fish. In the shallows, young bears splash around 
wildly and without much luck. Others remain patiently 
above the falls for hours, open-mouthed, waiting for 
salmon to leap into range. It's this group that I enjoy 
photographing most. 

Many visitors to Katmai spend a couple of hours 
watching the bears, take a few pictures, and leave. This 
only begins to reveal the more subtle moments the park 
has to offer, like the stories of its creatures and how they 
pace their days. If I could offer a secret, it would be to slow 
down. Explore. Commit to a few days in the park. Bring 
plenty of food and water, a pair of binoculars, and a flash
light for excursions that run late. Live like a bear, rising 
alongside them before first light, and make your way to the 
falls to see what luck the day holds in store, NP 
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CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL PARKS 

PAT A CHUCK BLACKLEY 

9 fog drifts slowly across the landscape and a chill 

brushes our faces. Only the peaceful sounds of 

morning creatures penetrate the silence as we 

await the first light of dawn. We are alone within a small, 

natural space in Gettysburg National Military Park— 

a place set aside to protect its history, and, by coinci

dence, its nature as well. 

Although iconic parks like Yellowstone are a joy to 

visit, we're drawn in by the solitude found in smaller, less 

visited national parks. Gettysburg is one of those places. 

The battlefield and its dramatic monuments speak to 

us of the tragedy, heroism, and sacrifice that took place 

here. We feel the ghostly presence of thousands of fallen 

soldiers directing us as we compose images that capture 

the essence of this place. 

Even in iconic parks, there are opportunities to es

cape the crowds. The historic Cataloochee Valley in 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park offers a remote 

area with fewer visitors. In North Carolina, just beyond 

the madness of the Outer Banks beach scene, Cape 

Hatteras National Seashore provides solitude among its 

dunes and lighthouses in the off-season. 

It's a challenge to capture both nature and human 

history on film, but it's a challenge we love, NP 



ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK COLORADO 

WENDY SHATTIL & BOB ROZINSKI 
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l ^ ^ ^ k oundless views of 13,000-fooi peaks are sig-

I nature images in Rocky Mountain National 

W^^F Park. But we love a challenge, so over the 

decades, we've sought out the park's less obvious won

ders. O u r first book was based on this premise: Ninety 

percent of the photos were taken within 100 feet of the 

road, but the images conveyed wilderness and solitude. 

Our secret is simple and well worth the effort: Be in 

the park at sunrise. A trip to Trail Ridge Road at dawn 

pays off in the form of magnificent light on the peaks 

and plentiful wildlife. Otherwise, it's entirely possible 

to drive through the park from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 

not see a single deer, elk, or bighorn sheep. 

By all means, take advantage of the Park Service 

tours, stop at designated turnouts, and admire popu

lar landmarks. But also take time to discover nature 

on your own. Explore a quiet trail. Sit at the edge of 

a meadow and listen for hummingbirds . Or, for a real 

challenge, search for the stream-diving American dip

per, a bird that eludes even the most patient of pho

tographers. It's surprising how quickly a short walk 

can lead you to your own little piece of the Rocky 

Mountains, NP 



GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK ARIZONA 

I magine the world from a cliff, 5,000 feet above 
the raging Colorado River. Add streams of color 
radiating from a crimson sunset, and it's as good 

as photography gets. What you don't see is the mad
ness that goes into capturing ephemeral light. 

I need dramatic storm light, that moment when 
natural conditions conspire to create magic. But it's 
impossible to photograph in a serious gale—a com
mon dilemma in landscape photography. Finally, af
ter days of brutal weather, I see a break in the western 
sky and climb out of the truck with my gear. 

One minute, it's calm; the next, sleet stings my 
face. The light is coming on fast, and I'm managing 
panic poorly. I rummage through my pack and as
semble my large-format camera just in time to capture 
a shaft of light painting the buttes below Havasupai 
Point. In the desert, light is not merely illumina
tion—it's the subject in its own right. It sweeps across 
the land, bringing photographs to life. 

Despite all its challenges, this place whispers to 
my soul. I fret and worry and sometimes miss the 
photograph altogether, but either way, I capture a 
memory of a lifetime, NP 
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Yosemite National Park 

Devils Postpile National Monument 

Mammoth Lakes Basin 

Mono Lake Scenic Area 

Bodie State Historic Park 
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trai ls. World-class spas. Whatever 

you need t o nourish body and 
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Lakes, in Cal i fornia 's Eastern 

H igh Sierra. 
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BY MELISSA HENDRICKS 

In the waters of the Chesapeake Bay, 

history and nature inter twine along the 

shoreline of a new national park unit. 

PA D D LIN GTHROUGH 11M E 
S

ii June 6, 1608, the heavens lei loose- on 
a small boai traveling up the (Chesapeake 
bay. Lightning flashed. Rain pounded. 
Gale-force winds tore oil the mast and 

sail, and waves started to swamp tlie- boat. Il was a 
tense momeni tor the men on board: English explorer 
|obn Smith and a crew ol settlers from the young 
[amestown colony ol Virginia. Ibcy bad begun a mar
athon expedition to explore- the bay and its tributaries 

in search ol golel and silver, but now their plans, il not 
their lives, could be lost. 

A WOODEN OAR slices through the marshes of southern 

Dorchester County, Maryland, near Bloodsworth Island. 

O DAVID HARP 



PA D D LIN GTHROUGHTIM E 

WAVES CRASH on the shore of Barren Island 
on Maryland's Eastern Shore (top). In Blackwater 
National Wildlife Refuge, Maryland, a great blue 
heron reflected in twilight (above). 

The 15 pairs of hands on board bailed fu
riously. Finally, they managed to paddle their 
way to an uninhabited island, where they re
paired the sail using material from their own 
shirts, while the weather continued to rage. 
The storm did not deter Smith and his crew. 
On the afternoon of June 8, they resumed 
their journey, but not before naming the spot 
Limbo, "for the extremitie of gusts, thunder, 
raine, stormes, and ill wether." 

Today, we call this place Bloodsworth Is
land, and it is one stop along the new Captain 
John Smith Chesapeake National Historic 
Trail. The route traces the more than 3,000 
miles of waterways that Smith traveled be
tween 1607 and 1609, as he explored the 
greater Chesapeake in an open wooden barge, 
or shallop. It is the first all-water route among 
the 25 national scenic and historic trails. 

The trail can take you from Jamestown 
National Historic Site—where Smith and 
his fellow settlers established the first per
manent English colony in America—up to 
the Susquehanna Flats at the head of the 
bay, where Massawomeck Indians presented 
Smith with gifts of venison and bear meat. 

and where kayakers now flock for smoother 
waters. Or you can follow the trail to the Po
tomac, Rappahannock, Susquehanna, and 
other rivers throughout the region. 

Along the way, you might not experi
ence the high-pitched drama Smith de
scribed in his journals: the storms, Indians 
who were "not sparing of their arrows," food 
stores reduced to rotting bread, a near-fatal 
encounter with a stingray. Instead, you'll 
probably come upon the quiet sanctuary 
of the tidal marshes along the lower East
ern Shore, where Smith and his crew found 
themselves "searching every inlet and Bay fit 
for harbours and habitations." Here, quiet 
creeks meander through golden fields of salt-
meadow hay, as the tangy smell of mud fills 
the air and osprey circle lazily far overhead. 
Only the occasional cry of a bird or surfacing 
of a fish breaks the silence. 

The creators of the trail hope that the op
portunity to connect with nature will invite 
people to learn more about one of American 
history's most significant chapters, and, in 
turn, encourage more people to embrace the 
idea of environmental stewardship. "The trail 
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gives us an incredible opportunity for people 

to experience the bay, understand why it's so 

important, and learn how it's changed," says 

Trail Superintendent John Maounis. 

And for a "hook" that will pull people 

into the history and onto the bay, you 

couldn't find a more intriguing character 

than Captain John Smith. 

If you're like most Americans, the name 

John Smith is indelibly connected with that 

of Pocahontas. As told in textbooks, mov

ies, and in Smith's own writing, the young 

daughter of an Algonquian chief rescued 

the captain after he was captured by Indi

ans. Historians now doubt many details of 

this story and scofFat the Disney portrayal; 

some even believe Smith may have embel

lished his own account. Nevertheless, they 

agree that Smith played a seminal role in the 

nation's history. 

Born to a farming family in Lincolnshire, 

England, around 1580, Smith led a life of 

adventure before even stepping foot in the 

New World. He joined the military at 16 as a 

soldier of fortune. He saw battle throughout 

Europe, spent time as a pirate, was captured 

and enslaved by Turks, and traveled through 

North Africa. 

"He was tough as nails," says John Page 

Williams, a naturalist with the Chesapeake 

Bay Foundation and author of Chesapeake: 

Exploring the Water Trail of Captain John 

Smith. "But Smith was eloquent, and he-

was bright." He once spent 

months alone in the woods 

near Lincolnshire, reading the 

complete works of Roman em

peror and political philosopher 

Marcus Aurelius. The budding 

explorer was also a quick study 

in languages and cultures, a 

talent that would serve him 

well in his travels among the 

diverse American Indian tribes 

he would meet throughout the 

Chesapeake Bay. 

In 1606, Smith joined in

vestors in a venture called the 

Virginia Company of London. 

They hoped to explore the bay 

region and profit from its re

sources, especially the gold and 

silver they hoped it contained. 

They also aimed to identify a 

water route from the bay to the 

Orient. With 143 other men 

and boys, Smith sailed from 

England and eventually settled along the 

James River on the bay's Western Shore, at a 

place they called Jamestown, after England's 

leader at the time, King James I. 

In their first year, almost half the James

town settlers succumbed to disease, malnu

trition, or Indian attacks. Smith, a member 

of the colony's governing council and later 

its president, understood that to survive, the 

colonists would have to rely upon the Indi

ans. He established a trade relationship with 

their chief, Powhatan—Pocahontas' father. 

He also began to explore the region's wa

ters, starting with nearby rivers. Then, in the 

summer of 1608, he undertook two longer 

voyages on the bay. 

First, Smith and a crew of 14 traversed 

the marshy lower Eastern Shore, journeyed 

up the bay near present-day Baltimore, and 

sailed up the Potomac River past what is 

now Washington, D.C. Later that sum

mer, Smith and a dozen men set out again, 

sailing to the top of the bay to explore its 

headwaters and navigate its western rivers. 

CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH (top) may have seen 

landscapes similar to today's when his ship sailed 

the Chesapeake in the 1600s (above). An American 

lotus blossoms at sunset in Mattowoman Creek, 

Maryland (left). 
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PADDLINGTHROUGHTIME 

Throughout, Smith gathered information 
about the area from his own careful observa
tions and conversations with American In
dians. Although the explorers found none of 
the gold or silver they desired, nor, of course, 
a Northwest Passage, Smith concluded that 
the region harbored great wealth of another 
sort—namely its forests, wildlife, and other 
natural resources. 

After Smith returned to England in 
1609, he published a detailed map of the 
Chesapeake region, along with an exhaus
tive account of all he had seen. He described 
the area's forests, soil, animals, and climate. 
He wrote about the Indian tribes, noting the 
customs and languages that distinguished 
each. No detail was too small for the author, 
from the procedure Indians used to light a 
fire to the number of kernels found on an ear 
of corn ("betwixt 200 and 500 graines"). 

Despite the perils Smith had faced, he had 
clearly fallen in love with this "goodly bay," 

writing that "heaven and earth never agreed 
better to frame a place for man's habitation." 

"All of his writings and map played into 
the designs and desire of the Virginia Com
pany," says Frederick Fausz, a professor of 
history at the University of Missouri and 
co-editor of The Complete Works of Captain 
John Smith. Readers could envision a land 
where anybody—not just the wealthy and 
noble—could "make it"; many historians 
credit Smith with laying the foundation for 
the American Dream. The English flocked 
to the area, starting the development of the 
mid-Atlantic region that continues to this 
day. (Smith's legacy is not without blemish. 
In forming alliances with American Indian 
tribes, he sometimes employed deceit and 
brute force to ensure that bargains favored 
the English, practices that continued long 
after Smith's time.) 

It was a copy of Smith's map that first kin
dled the notion of a John Smith Trail in the 

mind of Patrick Noonan, chairman emeritus 
of The Conservation Fund and one of the 
trail's key champions. While studying the 
document several years ago, Noonan began to 
picture it as a "framework" for a national trail. 
He shared his idea with Gilbert Grosvenor, 
chairman of the board of the National Geo
graphic Society, and the two began advancing 
a proposal for a new historic trail. 

The research and legislative steps in
volved in creating a park unit can drag on 
for many years, but the Captain John Smith 
Chesapeake National Historic Water Trail 
came through in record time. In April 2006, 
Sen. Paul Sarbanes (D-MD), now retired, 
and Sen. John Warner (R-VA) introduced 
legislation to establish the trail. That De
cember, President George W. Bush signed it 
into law. The bill had widespread bipartisan 
support and the backing of many agencies 
and organizations, including the National 
Park Service. 

The next step is to hammer out a com
prehensive management plan, a process that 
generally takes two years. The Park Service 
will manage the trail with the help of other 
federal agencies, state and local governments, 
and nonprofit organizations, but planners 
must now work out the details, such as the 
location of official access points and inter
pretive exhibits. For now, visitors can get to 
the trail through various sites along its length 
including public and private marinas, wild
life refuges, and state parks (some of which 
are included in the Chesapeake Bay Gate
ways Network; see www.baygateways.net for 
more information). Don't have a boat? The 
Park Service may work with concessioners to 
offer boat trips and canoe rentals at points 
along the trail, but those discussions aren't 
yet under way. 

One thing that's certain is that the heri
tage of American Indians will be a key com
ponent of the interpretation. The National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
already has plans to install three high-tech 
interpretive buoys equipped with wireless 
technology. The buoys will deliver historical 
information, real-time weather reports, and 
water-quality data to anyone who calls from 
a cell phone or logs on from a computer; the 
first buoy will be anchored near Jamestown. 

Although the trail is in its planning stag
es, visitors needn't wait to hop into a boat 
and follow in the wake of John Smith. John 
Page Williams hopes that visitors will bor
row from Smith's adventuring spirit and 
venture farther upriver than most boaters 
have in the past, far up the Rappahannock 
River, for example. Warriors from the Rap
pahannock tribe ambushed the explorers 
here around a place called Fones Cliffs, and 
Williams believes he knows the precise spot. 
A few fortunate travelers might even glimpse 
something else Smith witnessed himself: a 
sky full of eagles. 

True, some things have changed on this 
river since Smith's day, an inevitable conse
quence of a population in the watershed bal
looning from 100,000 to more than 16 mil
lion. The trees along the shore are smaller, for 
one thing. More sediment clouds the river, as 
it does the overall bay. And developers are 
pushing to build houses in the area where 
Williams believes the ambush occurred. But 
the river and shore still retain much of their 
original beauty. 

By visiting such places, says Williams, 
boaters may get a sense of the "goodly bay" 
that enchanted Smith, and perhaps feel the 
urge to help return the sites to their past 
splendor. As he says, "You can't go up the 
Rappahannock, see these eagles in the air or 
these fish in the water, and come away with
out saying, 'Yes, this river wants to live.'" NP 

Melissa Hendricks is a freelance writer who 

lives nearthe Chesapeake Bay. 
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AIM AERIAL VIEW of Dragon Run, the head

waters of the Piankatank River in Virginia. 

FOX CUBS EMERGE Irnm then den (above 

left) along a hum road adjacent to the Black-

water National Wildlife Refuge. Black skim

mers coloi the sky over their nesting grounds 

on Fox Island, Virginia (left). 
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BY KRISTA SCHLYER 

In the rolling hills of 
Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve, 

the dance of the greater 
prair ie-chicken mimics 

the rhythms of the landscape. 

A T H O M E O N T H E 

n a frosty predawn in the middle of March, Rebekah Foote drives 
along a dirt road to the apex of a softly rolling hill within Tallgrass 
Prairie National Preserve in Kansas. Bouncing headlights settle as 
Foote puts the truck in park, rolls down the window, and quiets the 
engine. Then, in the dark silence of an ocean of grass flooded on ev
ery horizon by the Milky Way sky, she waits and listens for a sound 
that has been synonymous with spring in the prairie for thousands of 
years. At first, only the murmuring wind breaks the morning quiet, 
but then it comes. A love song, the haunting boom—part whisper, 
part wail—of a greater prairie-chicken pining for his mate. 

"It's the most magical sound," says Foote, a graduate student 
at Texas A&M, who has spent the last year researching the spe
cies within the national park unit. It's the sound of wind blowing 
over an empty glass bottle. A breathy, baritone flute harmonizing 
with the tenor wind, the booming of the greater prairie-chicken 
can carry a mile, beckoning all females to come hither. 
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IN A FLASH of ruffled feathers and inflated air sacs, 
a male prairie-chicken "booms" for a mate. 
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A T H O M E O N T H E P R A I R I E 
At one time, this song could be heatd 

throughout the tallgtass ptaitie of North 

America, emanating from millions of beaks 

across the continent's middle ground, from 

Texas to central Canada. Today, the greater 

prairie-chicken (Tympanuchus cupido) exists 

only in small pockets on a fraction of its his

toric range. Of 15 states it once inhabited, it is 

extinct or endangered in all but four. Which 

is why Foote has been studying its population 

here, in one of its last strongholds—the Flint 

Hills of central Kansas. 

There are stories of pioneers waking in 

early spring to the booming sound of prairie-

chickens echoing across the wide-open spaces 

of this strange new land, inducing a sort of 

madness amidst the lonely isolation of the 

plains. But for humans more accustomed to 

the landscape, more at home in the wilderness 

of the prairie, the mating rituals of the greater 

prairie-chicken inspired art. Native Ameri

cans even patterned dances after the animal's 

iconic choreography. 

In fact, the bird's mating rituals aren't all 

that different from those carried out by the 

rest of us who stand on two legs. It all begins 

with the male taking center stage, literally. 

Males establish a platform called a lek on an 

elevated piece of earth, with little grass cov

er, and jostle for dominance over its middle 

ground. The gaudy orange sacs on the sides 

of their necks inflate like flaming balloons, 

feathers on the side of their heads rise up 

like horns, their tails flare out, they dip their 

heads, stomp their feet, and compress their 

air sacs to produce the booming noise that 

draws the females. 

In short, they show off. 

"There's a lot of cackling and jostling and 

fighting, and then the females come over to 

check them out," Foote explains. "It kind 

of reminds me of a bar. The guys are there 

strutting their stuff, and the females will si

dle up to the one they like." But that's where 

the resemblance to humans ends. When 

the female chooses her man, the mating 

commences right there on the lek. "It's real 

quick," Foote says. "They're not shy." 

The contest for female attention can get 

rough, because it's a winner-take-all situa

tion, genetically speaking. The alpha male 

establishes dominance and is engaged in 80 

percent of the breeding. Although the con

sequences may seem harsh, the scene itself is 

captivating. As dawn gives way to a morning 

shrouded in clouds, one or two birds pop up 

and down like popcorn on the near horizon, 

fighting for position. 

"Not only are they tough little nuts, 

they're beautiful," Foote says. 

And as emblems of the prairie, they 

couldn't be more perfect. The ecosystem 

itself evolved as a complex dance between 

life and death, violence and calm, fire and 

regrowth. Every moment of the prairie-

chicken's life cycle is connected to the domi

nant forces that sculpted the ecology of the 

tallgrass prairie—fire and thunderous herds 

of bison by the million. 

"Throughout the Great Plains, fire has 

been a key ecological force," says Brian Ober-

meyer, Flint Hills project director with The 

Nature Conservancy, which owns all but 34 

acres of the land at the Tallgrass Prairie Na

tional Preserve. "There wouldn't be prairie 

here without fire." 

Because the region gets a moderately 

high amount of rain compared with the rest 

of the Great Plains—30 to 35 inches per 

year—it would quickly be covered with trees 

if something didn't scour the landscape on a 

periodic basis, Obermeyer says. Studies have 

shown that the transition from prairie to 
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RESEARCHER Rebekah Foote scopes the 
Tallgrass Prairie Preserve at dawn for signs 
of greater prairie-chickens. Below, two males 
compete for mates. 
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cedar forest could occur in only 35 years, 
given the right conditions. 

Likewise, the presence of grazers like 
deer, elk, and especially bison, which fol
lowed the lush grass nurtured by prairie fire, 
sculpted an ecosystem with a diverse range 
of grass heights and densities. Bison were 
the keystone, or most influential, species on 
the landscape where the greater prairie-
chicken evolved. 

The arrival of Anglo-American home
steaders in the 1800s interrupted this system. 
The plows of these early farmers launched an 
agricultural industry that would eventually 
all but erase the prairie. In fact, the tallgrass 
prairie is now the most altered ecosystem on 
the continent, comprising only 4 percent of 
its historic acreage. And two-thirds of what 
remains is found in the Flint Hills of Kansas 
and Oklahoma. 

As its name suggests, the region is so 
rocky and hilly that it was generally unsuit
able for farming, which led the Flint Hills to 
develop into a region of cattle ranches, a way 

of life that persisted for a 
century and a half. 

Things changed dra
matically in 1995, with 
the designation of the 
Tallgrass Prairie National 
Preserve, a breakthrough 
made possible by the work 
of NPCA and the National 
Park Trust (established by 
NPCA in 1983). But this 
was no typical national 
park unit: Its founding leg
islation mandated that the 
Park Service could own no 
more than 180 acres of the 
preserve. The National Park Trust stepped in 
and purchased the nearly 11,000-acre Z Bar 
Ranch, which carried a 35-year grazing lease 
owned by a Texas businessman. 

Ihough grazing is a disturbance as native 
to the prairie as fire, and one that's important 
to the life-cycle of many animals including 
the greater prairie-chicken, the style of graz

ing practiced by most ranchers hasn't taken 
ecology or wildlife into full consideration. 

"The grazing lease for the preserve was 
a standard lease that was similar to other 
ranches in the region," says Obermeyer. "It 
was based more on the economics of live
stock production than the desire to optimize 
habitat needs for native species." 
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THUNDERSTORMS that started fires on the'' 
prairie helped to keep the ecosystem intact for the 
greater prairie-chicken. 
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A T H O M E O N T H E P R A I R I E 

When The Nature Conservancy bought 
the remaining portion of the preserve in 
2005, it also bought out the grazing lease, 
which afforded the Conservancy and Park 
Service more flexibility. Today the same 
rancher runs his herd on the land, but the 
terms and type of grazing are now deter
mined cooperatively, says Kristen Hase, 
the natural resources program manager at 
Tallgrass Prairie National Preserve. "We can 
decide what we want to burn, and when we 
want to burn; when we put cattle out there, 
and how many—and we didn't have that op
tion before," Hase says. 

"The tenant has been very supportive of 
the management changes and has taken a 
keen interest in how we're improving wild
life habitat," says Obermeyer. 

Which is good news for the greater 
prairie-chicken. 

Before human habitation, the prairie 
burned on average every three to four years. 
But today ranch managers often burn the 
land every year, because the grass that grows 
after a burn is more palatable to cattle, which 
leads them to gain more weight and, thus, 
generate more profit. Greater prairie-chick
ens, however, need grass at various heights 
throughout their life cycles: short grass for 
the mating ground on the lek, medium grass 
for nesting, and tall grass for winter cover. 
And densities of the grass also factor into 
their successful reproductive cycles. The 

trick for the park is to emulate the natural 
rhythms of the prairie drama without the 
presence of bison and wildfire. 

The hope is to reintroduce bison to the 
landscape one day, but for now, cattle are 
being managed as the "surrogate keystone 
species," according to Obermeyer. Although 
cattle and bison are similar, their effect on 
the prairie is different. Cattle have more of 
an appetite for native forbs, whereas bison 
are almost exclusively grass eaters. As with 
any altered ecosystem, especially one as al
tered as the tallgrass prairie, trying to recon
figure the natural system is difficult. 

The greater prairie-chicken may offer some 
insight into this puzzle. Because of the var
ied habitat needs of this species, wildlife bi
ologists consider it an umbrella species. Each 
type of habitat required by the greater prairie-

chicken also serves as important habitat for 
many other species, including grazers such 
as deer and prairie birds such as the west
ern meadowlark, Henslow's sparrow, upland 
sandpiper, and horned lark, so if workers here 
can keep the prairie-chicken happy, they'll be 
meeting the needs of other species as well. 

Foote hopes her research can help. Over 
the next two years, she will continue study
ing the population of greater prairie-chickens 
on the preserve and the effect of grazing and 
fire management on the habitat. Her work 
also could play a role in the larger story of the 
greater prairie-chicken in North America. In 
many states where the species once thrived, 
populations are so low in number and so iso
lated that they contain a shortage of genetic 
information. The result—inbreeding—leads 
to disease and reproductive problems. With a 
healthy population of birds in the Flint Hills, 
biologists can relocate Kansas greater prairie-
chickens to regions that need an influx of ge
netic information, thereby helping to ensure a 
more stable future for this charismatic bird. 

It's a future that's very important to Foote, 
whose affection for the stomping, booming, 
strutting Romeo inspires her work. 

"These little birds," she says, "they really 
grab hold of you." NP 

Krista Schlyer is a freelance writer and photog

rapher living in the Washington, D.C., area, who 

specializes in wildlife and environmental issues. 
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IN THE ABSENCE of grazing bison (below), 
cattle and man-made fires now help to 
maintain the Tallgrass Prairie ecosystem. 
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TOURS AND A C C O M M O D A T I O N S GUIDE 

Sail the south like you never have before 

V ail the golden isles of South Carolina 
vD) and Georgia aboard a brand new 
modern American Cruise Lines vessel. 
Cruise gently through the winding water
ways of this magical coast where the 
wonders of nature meet the sea and sky on 
magnificent barrier islands. 

From the decks of your small ship, you 
will experience the intimacy of service and 
friendship usually found only on private 
yachts. With fewer than 100 passengers, 
spacious, glass-enclosed lounges, open sun 
decks and a beautifully decorated dining 
salon, the brand new cruise ships are unique 
in the industry. All staterooms are the largest 
in this class of ship, with large, opening 
picture windows. Some have private 
verandahs, and the entire ship is climate-
controlled for passenger comfort. 

The itinerary for the Historic Antebellum 
South cruise blends the wonders of the 
natural world with the wonders of American 
history, highlighting the critical role the area 
has played since its earliest settlements 
Legends of pirate treasure and haunted 
beaches; the glories of plantation life when 
cotton was king; the music, food and crafts 
that evolved into the "Gullah" culture from 
African slaves; the Victorian rebuilding of 
areas destroyed by the Civil War; all 
contribute to the vitality of today's cities. The 
homes, gardens, museums, and historic 
sites reveal to visitors the past, while cele
brating the modern cities and resorts they 
have become. 

Charleston, Beaufort and Savannah are 
highly popular vacation centers attracting 
visitors from around the world. The resort 
islands of Hilton Head and St. Simons are 
renowned for golf and glorious beaches. 

Cruising with American Cruise Lines, pas
sengers can enjoy the variety of activities 
that make these ports so popular and return 
to the comfort of a private yacht each 
evening. Guest speakers are often invited 
aboard to enhance the day's experiences 

with their local knowledge. Fine dining and 
convivial companionship complete the 
evening. 

To learn more about any of the 
magnificent coastal tours call 800-814-6880 
or visit www.americancruiselines.com. 
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T O U R S A N D A C C O M M O D A T I O N S G U I D E 

Take an extraordinary tour Swiss Alpine Adventure 

F rom the Canadian Rockies to Costa 
Rica, Caravan Tours has a fully guided 

tour for you. Tours range from eight to 11 
days and include hotels, meals, guides, 
activities, and a well-crafted itinerary. 

Here is what a recent client had to say 
about the number one selling tour in the 
world-Caravan's Costa Rica tour to the 
Grand Canyon with the Bryce and Zion tour: 
"The entire tour lived up to and exceeded 

our expectations. We enjoyed the fact that 
we didn't have to drive. The hotels and 
meals were taken care of, as well as our lug
gage handled professionally and in a very 
timely manner. We really enjoyed this tour 
and are of the opinion that we would strug
gle to duplicate it entirely on our own." 

Caravan tours will send you a free 
brochure by calling 1-800-Caravan, or visit 
their Web site at www.caravan.com. 

A lpine Adventure Trails Tours Inc., the 
Swiss Alps specialist, has led day 

hikers exclusively in the Swiss Alps since 
1977. The tours base weekly in small 
three- and four-star family owned and 
operated Swiss inns with fine cuisine; 
and day hike the surrounding area. One-
and two-week trips are offered, with a 
maximum of 20 guests, and each guest 
has a choice of two hikes daily-one 
moderate, one more strenuous. 

For more information on all tours, 
contact one of our owner guides at 
888-478-4004, visit www.swisshiking.com 
or e-mail alpine@swisshiking.com. 

The Glorious Hudson 
Valley: The Roosevelts 
Called it Home 

M agnificent mansions overlook one 
of the world's most beautiful 

rivers, in a county that's rich with history. 
Hyde Park and Dutchess County, New 
York invite you on an unforgettable jour
ney. Franklin D. Roosevelt's Presidential 
Library with the stunning WWII exhibit, 
"Freedom From Fear: FDR Commander-
in-Chief." Three national historic sites: 
FDR's Home, Eleanor Roosevelt's Val-Kill, 
and the extravagant Vanderbilt Mansion. 
Extraordinary history, marvelous gardens, 
miles of hiking trails, fine dining, and a 
warm welcome await you. 

Visit www.historichydepark.org and 
www.dutchesstourism.com. 

Camp Hallo Bay Alaska 

H allo Bay Wilderness Camp is located 
on the Pacific Coast of Katmai 

National Park within one of the largest 
natural concentrations of brown bears in 
Alaska. Hallo Bay is able to provide a true 
wilderness experience without the 
crowds Hallo Bay provides naturalist 
guides; comfortable, heated cabins; fami
ly style meals; solar and wind generated 
electricity; hot showers; and environmen
tally friendly, odorless, and sanitary 
composting toilet facilities. 

Please call 888-535-2237 or visit 
www.hallobay.com for more details. 

K ennicott Glacier Lodge, offers the 
finest accommodations and dining in 

Wrangell-St. Elias National Park in Alaska. 
Built in 1987, the lodge has 35 guest 
rooms, two living rooms, a spacious din
ing room, and a 180-foot front porch with 
a spectacular panoramic view of the 
Wrangell Mountains, Chugach Mountains, 
and Kennicott Glacier. The homemade 
food, served family-style, has been called 
"wilderness gourmet dining." 

Guest activities at this destination 
resort include glacier trekking, flightsee-
ing, photography, alpine hiking, historical 
tours throughout the ghost town build
ings, nature tours, and river rafting. 

Call 800-582-5128 or visit us at 
www.KennicottLodge.com. 

50 NATIONAL PARKS 

Glacier hiking in 
America's largest park 
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T O U R S A N D A C C O M M O D A T I O N S G U I D E 

Explore California's Wi ld Side at Mammoth Lakes 

T he town of Mammoth Lakes sits high 
in the eastern Sierra Nevada 

Mountains of California. Mammoth Lakes 
is the perfect base from which to explore 
California's wild side. The rugged beauty 
of the High Sierras frame ghost towns, pris

tine national forest and wilderness lands, 
and crystal-clear lakes and streams. 

The ski area of Mammoth Mountain is 
consistently selected as one of the top win
ter sports destinations in North America, 
with a typical season lasting from early 

November to late May and averaging over 
four hundred inches of snow annually. 

With the warmer summer months comes 
an almost unlimited choice of outdoor 
activities, from trout fishing and hiking to 
mountain biking and golf Mammoth Lakes 
is host to a number of popular music 
events throughout the year with outdoor jazz 
and blues concerts attracting a loyal 
following. 

Mammoth Lakes has a full complement 
of services to make every visit a memorable 
one. There are a variety of lodging options, 
from campsites and cabins to hotels and lux
ury condominiums. Mammoth Lakes has a 
number of great bars and restaurants offer
ing something for every taste 

Mammoth Lakes is conveniently located 
within a half day's drive from Las Vegas, Los 
Angeles, Death Valley and San Francisco, 
and in the summer it is just a forty-five 
minute drive to the eastern entrance of 
Yosemite National Park. 

To find out more or to request 
your free vacation planning guide, 
call 888-GoMammoth or visit us at 
www.VisitMammoth.com. 

Unique Accommodat ions in Unique National Parks 

A national historic landmark, Belton 
Chalet was built in 1910 and 

remains the grand hotel of yesteryear. 
Located at the west entrance of Glacier 
National Park, the Belton offers 25 rooms 
and two cottages decorated with original 
arts and crafts period furniture. Amenities 
include: continental breakfast, fine dining, 
taproom, day spa, facilities for weddings, 
receptions, conference and meeting 
rooms. Let us show you our incompara
ble Montana hospitality. 

For information, call 406-888-5000 or 
visit www.beltonchalet.com. 

S ome of the most authentic lodging 
accommodations remaining in the 

United States are found and preserved in 
America's national parks. Whether you seek 
to experience Mother Nature in her 
unspoiled splendor, historic sites, or legends 
that have become the fabric of our country, 
Forever Resorts provides an opportunity for 
emersion in our country's natural wonders. 
Experience the national parks up close and 
personal—the way generations of guests 

before them have done. From Olympic 
National Park in Washington to Isle Royale in 
Michigan and Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, 
Forever Resorts offers quaint lodging and 
cabins in unique national parks across 
America. There is always plenty to do, com
fortable places to stay, and great restaurants 
to enjoy with Forever Resorts. To find out 
more, visit www.foreverlodging.com and 
explore the authentic accommodations wait
ing for you and your family to enjoy. 

S I M M E R Z O O - SI 

Historic hotel welcomes 
you to Glacier Country 

http://www.VisitMammoth.com
http://www.beltonchalet.com
http://www.foreverlodging.com
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TRAVEL PLANNER 

Canadian Rockies 8 Days $995 

( .11 .n an makes it so cast - ami so affordable -
for you to explore ihe magnificent glaciers, 
mountains, lakes anil rivers of the Canadian 
Rockies and Glacier Park. Join the smart 
shoppers and experienced Haulers who nslj on 
Caravan to handle all the details while you and 
your family enjoy a well-earned, worry-free 
vacation in the Canadian Rockies. Or. chixrsc 
from one of our other tours, priced at just $995, 
and let Caravan handle all the details. 

Call Now 
For Your 
FREE 
Iufomation 
Guide 

Call Now for Choice Dates 
8 days Canadian Rockies and 

(•lacier Park 
8 days Nova Scotia and Prince 

I i lnaid Island 
8 days < ••-ami Canyon, Lake Powell, 

Zion, Urn e 

8 days Mount Rushmore, 
(irand Tetons and Yellowstone 

8 days California Coast and Yosemite 
8 days Mexico's Copper Canyon 

Round Trip Train 
10 days Costa Rica Natural Paradise 

^ g - j . Full) Hscortcd Tours Since 1052 

Caravan 
1-800-Caravan C^ravancom 

All Canadian tours and most other Caravan tours are $995 per person, dbl occ, plus taxes and fees 

Simple Pleasures. 
Forever Resorts National Park Lodges 

Get back to the simple 
life, and rediscover 
America's National 
Parks. Places where 
solitude, adventure 
and pristine natural 
wilderness environments 
are easily accessible— 
and affordable. 

Badlands, SD • Big Bend, TX 
Blue Ridge Parkway, NC & VA 

Grand Teton, WY • Isle Royale, Ml 
Mammoth Cave, KY • Olympic, WA 

Rocky Mountain, CO 

Rediscover quality time 
together. Discover the 
properties of Forever 
Resorts—where 
comfortable lodging and 
dining options abound, 
service is genuine 
and personal, and our 
playgrounds are 
simply unequalled. 

ForeverLodging.com 
Lodges I Restaurants I Shops I Tours I Charters 

ForcverRcsorts.com 
Forever Resorts is an Authorized Concessioner of the National Park Service. 

1-800-987-6773 ^ 
Gndooi hospitality and fine dining in thr 
hrart of 111,- Wrangrll-St. I !u- National 1'ark 
ffisfnn, mines, ncctratoglaciers,great 
hiking, flightst'i'tug, rafting. 

www.KennivottLodge.com 

National Historic Landmark Hotel 

• J/ie • /Ai/ort'c 

Belton Chalet 
INCOMPARABLE MONTANA HOSPITALITY 

Till WAY IT W VS ...STI1 1 IS. 

Glacier National Park 
40D.88S.50lK) 

www.belt in KTi.iIct.com 
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VJT"?V 
join «s on Main Street Kennicott 

to step back in time ami into adventure 
in America's larwst National Park. 

Natural Treasures. 
AmericakNational Parks 

http://ForeverLodging.com
http://ForcverRcsorts.com
http://www.KennivottLodge.com
http://40D.88S.50lK
http://www.belt
http://KTi.iIct.com
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TRAVEL PLANNER 

MEET THE ROOSEVELTS AND 
THE VANDERBILTS AT HOME IN 

THE HUDSON VALLEY. 

Visit historic Hyde Park, New York. 
Drop in on the Roosevelts and the 

Vanderbilts. See why their homes are 
National Historic Sites. Relive our 

HARRISON 
MlDDLETON 
UNIVERSITY 

Offering Undergraduate and Graduate 
Degrees in the Humanities and Sciences 

www.chumsci.edu 
1.877.248.6724 

Shanae Picture Dater 
-Put the date-
where you 
want it! 
-Add 
comments 
and borders 
-Originals 
not altered 

Preserve memories by adding data, watermark and a 
border. Place lesl ncxr lo or on top of image. Batch capable. 

Beginner friendly with full pro features! 

WWW.Shanae.com 10%OIT! Coupon SD2I52 

Archaeology Day Tours 
Get a basic understanding of ancestral Pueblo 
history and visit our current excavation sitel 

Help make your Four Corners experience 
meaningful. And, visit local museums and nearby 
archaeological attractions like Mesa Verde 
National Park. 

Also available: 
Family Archaeology Week 
Teen Archaeology Summer Camps 

:• Adult Research Weeks & Fall Lab! 

(ROW CANYON 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CENTER 
Near Mesa Verde In Southwest CO 

800.422.8975 / www.crowcanyon.org 

SUMMER 200" 53 

BEAR & WILDLIFE ff 
VIEWING v 

w_ -̂» place c/' (ujend.) 

Located on the beautiful Pacific coast 
of Katmai National Park 

Naturalist guided 1 to 7 day tours 
Comfortable accommodations 

1888-535-2237 
www.hallobay.com • hallobay@acsalaska.net 

SWISS ALPS 
nAViiit/itvio 

Optional le„9 .h hike, daily 
Choice of moderate or more strenuous 

Basing weekly in charming 
mountain villages 
One and two week 

trips offered 

Call for free color brochure 

888-478-4004 
www.swisshiking.com 

country's victories at 
the Franklin Roosevelt 

Presidential Library 
t and Museum. Enjoy 
h history, and so 
F * • much more. 

www.HistoricHydePark.com 

M A R K E T P L A C E 

Unforgettable 
Adventures 

Exceptional Scholars 
r±ANP3-rtH P^CHASOLCXSyr 

W-2 5 6-33 67 
K n mrogers.com 

http://www.chumsci.edu
http://WWW.Shanae.com
http://www.crowcanyon.org
http://www.hallobay.com
mailto:hallobay@acsalaska.net
http://www.swisshiking.com
http://www.HistoricHydePark.com
http://mrogers.com


HISTORIC H I G H L I G H T S By Scott Kirkwood 

KLONDIKERS AND THEIR SUPPLIES, 
at The Scales, base of Chilkoot Pass, 
Alaska, 1898. 

All That Glitters 
Alaska's Chilkoot Trail, a unit of the 

Klondike Gold Rush National Historical 
Park, w a s a path to riches for few, 

but a memorable journey for all. 

By now, the story is a familiar one. 
In August 1896, three prospectors 
discovered gold in a tributary of the 

Klondike River, deep in the Yukon Terri
tory of Canada. Within months, thousands 
of people headed north to stake a claim for 
themselves. But getting there was no easy 
feat. If you had means, you could board a 
steamship in Seattle, bound for the western 
coast of Alaska, and follow the Yukon River 
east to the gold fields. But most Klondik-
ers could only afford passage from Seattle 
to Skagway and Dyea, in southeast Alaska, 
where they would hike 33 miles to Bennett 
Lake, and finally, float up the Yukon River 

to their destination, 550 miles away. The 
most popular route was the Chilkoot Trail, 
a trading route that had been established by 
native Tlingit people decades earlier. 

"Historically, the Chilkoot Trail took native 
people from the coastal parts of Alaska into the 
Yukon interior, where communities were ripe 
for trade," says Sandra Snell-Dobert, chief of 
interpretation and education at Klondike Gold 
Rush National Historical Park. "People from 
the coastal regions would take fish oil, seal 
meat, seal furs, and native plants from that 
area, carry them over the path, and trade for 
moose hides, copper, and other resources you 
can find only in the interior." 

With their years of experience criss
crossing those mountains, the Tlingit people 
quickly recognized they could make money 
by guiding ambitious prospectors. They laid 
claim to their trail and provided packing ser
vices to miners, charging anywhere from $5 
to $15 per hundred pounds, and even fixing 
prices among themselves. 

With or without assistance, the journey 
was a difficult one, and few of the new arriv
als were prepared for what faced them. See
ing the risks posed by the voyage, the Cana-
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dian government quickly enacted a "one-ton 
law," prohibiting people from crossing the 
border unless they had enough goods to sur
vive a year in the Yukon. The steep slopes of 
the Chilkoot Trail were impossible for pack 
animals to navigate, so stampeders had to 
carry everything on their backs, leaving food 
and equipment in caches along the way, then 
shuttling back and forth for the better part 
of three months. 

"The journey posed a huge mental chal
lenge," says Snell-Dobert. "These people 
weren't all that physically fit, and certainly 
weren't used to mountain expeditions, so 
the thought of getting over those mountain 
passes with all of those goods had to be in
credibly daunting." More than a few jour
neys ended at the Golden Stairs, a nearly 45-
degree slope to the summit, where steps had 
been carved out of ice and snow to make the 
route passable. 

But as it turned out, striking gold wasn't 
the only way to make a fortune. 

"Very early on, a lot of these people real
ized, '1 don't have to cross those mountains 
to make money. I can set up a business in 

Skagway or Dyea and I can make a mint 
mining the miners,'" says Snell-Dobert. 
"Both cities developed rapidly from tent 
towns with ramshackle buildings to small-
scale cities. Skagway quickly had nearly 90 
saloons, as well as brothels, hardware stores, 
and grocery stores. Women took in laundry 
and cooked for the stampeders, and made a 
lot of money doing it." 

And for the few who were strong enough 
to conquer the Chilkoot Trail, the journey 
had just begun. 

"Once they arrived at Lake Lindeman 
or Lake Bennett, they had to cut their own 
timber, saw the logs, and build their own 
boats—something most of them had never 
done in their lives," says Snell-Dobert. "Then 
as soon as the ice melted off the lakes, they 
launched the boats, and floated the Yukon 
another 550 miles to Dawson City. It was 
a huge journey that took months, so, need
less to say, by the time most of them got to 
Dawson City, most of the good claims had 
already been staked." 

Today, you can wander the streets of 
Skagway and stop in at the museum or the 

visitor center, take a train over the White 
Pass, or hike the Chilkoot yourself, just like 
more than 2,000 people did last year. Way
side exhibits provide interpretive informa
tion, and warming cabins with wood stoves 
offer comfort for the weary. 

Although the gold rush lasted only two 
years, it had far-reaching impacts on the low
er 48, helping Seattle develop, spurring busi
nesses like Nordstrom, and opening up Alas
ka to those who had never seen the state. Even 
though few of the Klondikers were rewarded 
with untold riches, few were bitter, either. 

"When you read the journals of these 
people, you see that many of them turned 
back, disappointed, but they didn't really 
talk about the disappointment so much as 
the big adventure, how much they learned, 
and how glad they were to have participated 
in this historic event," says Snell-Dobert. 
"Even the people who didn't strike gold did 
very well in other ways, and they all had 
quite a story to tell." NP 

Scott Kirk wood is editor of National Parks 

magazine. 

An NPCA charitable gift annuity can: 
• Increase your financial security by receiving guaranteed fixed 

payments for your lifetime. 

Reduce your tax burden with savings on capital gains and income taxes. 

Help NPCA protect the parks for future generations. 

To receive our free brochure, Giving Through Gift Annuities, call 
our toll free number 1-877-468-5775, visit our website, 
wwui.npca.org/giftplanning, or return the form below. 
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SUMMER 2007 5 5 

Provide Income For Yourself 
and Your Loved Owes! 

Current Annuity Payout Rates: 

NPCA Gift Planning Department 
130019th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036 

giftplanning@npca.org • www.npca.org/giftplanning 

http://wwui.npca.org/giftplanning
mailto:giftplanning@npca.org
http://www.npca.org/giftplanning


APERTURE By Ian Shive 

5 6 NATIONAL PARKS 

:: 

C H A N N E L ISLANDS N A T I O N A L PARK 
California 

I'm not too keen on swimming in cold water, but when I heard Channel Islands National Park referred to as "America's Galapagos," I knew 

I'd have to grow thicker skin. It was time to find a wet suit to rival a sea lion's. 

Taking photos underwater is magical, like visiting Earth before humans arrived. But with it come all the complications of shooting on 

land, plus the added challenges of poor light, clouded visibility, a constantly moving environment, and lurking predators. Thankfully, sharks 

don't often venture into kelp forests, which is why sea lions—and my friend Lisa Seaman and I—took refuge there. 

Even though the islands are just a few miles off the coast of California, between Los Angeles and Santa Barbara—cities with a com

bined population of almost 12 million—they receive fewer visitors than the "real" Galapagos Islands in Ecuador. But thousands of species 

call this rocky outcropping home, and 145 are found only in the Channel Islands. These waters are an underwater photographer's dream. 



Secret Confederate Treasure Discovered 
in Lost Civil War Shipwreck! 

On January 26. 1861 the State of Louisiana 
seeeded from the United States. Days later 
Rebel forces took control of the U.S. Mint in 
New Orleans, seizing a fortune in gold and silver 
bullion. Soon it became an official mint of the 
Confederate States of America. 

For 150 years experts have known that the 
Confederacy produced silver half dollars dated 
1861 and bearing the "O" of the New Orleans 
Mint. But no one knew what became of them. 
Only 4 were known to have been struck with the 
seal of the Confederacy, one of which sold at 
auction for $632,500. 

"I Could Hardly Believe My Eyes" The team 
of Odyssey Marine Exploration made headlines 
worldwide when, after years of searching, they 
found the shipwreck of the SS Republic'. In 1865 
the steamship went down in a hurricane, settling 
1,700 feet beneath the 
Atlantic. Odyssey knew the 
SS Republic carried a king's 
ransom in U.S. gold coins 
from the Civil War era. But a 
secret awaited their discovery 

There among the glittering 
gold coins Odyssey brought 
up from the SS Republic: 
Silver half dollars bearing the 
date "1861" and the "O" mint 
mark of the old New Orleans 
Mint. "I could hardly believe 
my eyes." recalls Odyssey co-
founder Greg Stemm. "We'd 
pored over the historical 
records. There was no 
reference to these coins in our 
research. We were surprised...and mystified". 

The 1861-0 half dollars were entrusted to 
the world's foremost experts. After months 
of painstaking study and research with 
government records, the weight of evidence 
was overwhelming. Numismatic Guaranty Corp 
(NGC). the nation's foremost independent rare 
coin conservation and grading service, was able 
to attribute and certify individual 1861-0 silver 
half dollars found on the SS Republic to the 
Confederate States of America. 

An Extraordinary Opportunity — If You Act 
Now. Authentic artifacts of the Civil War are 
highly coveted today. Many are locked away in 
museums such as the Smithsonian or are beyond 
the reach of all but the wealthiest. An original 
Confederate Army coat has sold for $70,000. A 
CSA flag brought a record $956,000. A Civil War 
canteen brings $5,500. Today, due to this history-
making discovery, you can be one of the first to 

own an 186 l-O silver half dollar. 
officially attributed to the 
Confederate Slates of America, 
from the fabulous treasure of the 
SS Republic. A limited number 
are being released to the public 
for just $1.497 (plus shipping 
and insurance). 

accompanied by a National Geographic DVD 
about the amazing discovery of the SS Republic. 

Hold Rare Civil War History in Your Hands 
for jast $99. Call now to find out 
how you can receive the 1861 CSA silver half 
dollar from the SS Republic for just $99 down. 
Own it for one full month. Risk-Free. You must 
be I009F satisfied, or return it (insured and in its 
original packaging) with no further obligation. If 
you decide to keep it. your account will be billed 
in affordable monthly installments. Call now 24 
hours a day. 7 days a week. 

TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS A DAY 

1-888-201-7057 
Request Special Offer SDM136-01 

Please mention this code when vou call. 

Your Civil War treasure coin is certified 
and encapsulated by NGC and housed 
in a Deluxe Hardwood Presentation 
Case. The SS Republic DVD from 
National Geographic and a booklet 
detailing the amazing story of the 
New Orleans Mint at the beginning 
of the Civil War are also included. 

The first 50 people to order 
will also receive a FREE 
autographed copy of the 
"Lost Gold of the Republic". 
which chronicles one of 
the world's most amazing 
underwater treasure recoveries. 

Your 1861 New Orleans Mint 
silver hall dollar will be scaled 
in its official NGC holder with 
certification attributing it as an 
authentic coin of the Confederate 
States of America from the SS 
Republic treasure. 

It will be housed in a magnificent 
hardwood presentation case and 

MONKY-BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 

3PY5SEY 
M A R I N E E X P L O R A T I O N 

5215 W Laurel St., Tampa. IX 33607-1758 
uww.shipwreck.net 

This Untiled offer may he withdrawn at any tone. Orders will he 
a, t epted on a strut first-t ome. fir\t served btuts. Quantities are 
limited at this price. Price is stihject to increase without advance 
notice. We reserve tlie right to re/a t un\ order or limit the numher 
OJ i oins per order. 

*SS Repuhiic is a registered trademark of Odyssey Marine 
Kxploration, Inc. 

http://uww.shipwreck.net


I'll take mine black...no sugar 
I n the early 1930s, watch manufacturers took a clue from 

Henry ford's favorite quote concerning his automobiles, 
"You can have any color as long as it is hlack." Mack dialed 
watches became the rage especially with pilots and race 
drivers. Of course, since the multi-functional hlack dial 
watch went well with a hlack tuxedo, this adventurer's time
piece easily moved from the airplane hangar to dancing at the 
nightclub. Now, Stauer brings back the "Noire", a design 
based on an elegant timepiece built in 1936. The rare hlack 
dialed, complex automatics from the 1930s have recently hit 
new heights at auction. One was sold for in excess of 
$600,000. We thought that you might like to have an afford
able version that will he much more accurate than the orig
inal. 

Basic black with a twist. Not only are the dial, hands 
and face vintage, but we used a 27-jeweled automatic 
movement. This is the kind of engineering desired by fine-
watch collectors worldwide. Hut since we design this classic 
movement on state of the art computer-controlled Swiss built 
machines, the accuracy is excellent. Three interior complica
tions display day, month and date, and the watch comes with 
an exhibition hack so you can see the jewels and observe the 
intricate rotor activate the mainspring, balance wheel and 
escapement. The crocodile embossed leather band is 
adjustable from 6 '/2" to 9", fitting almost any wrist. And the 
screw-down crown keeps the watch water resistant to 5 atms. 

The Stauer Noire was designed by Michael Bisceglia, one of 
America's top watch historians who hosts a national histori
cal timepiece television show. We have-.phced the luxurious 
Stauer Noire to keep you in the hfack...<>idy''3.payiricnts of 
$33. So slip into the hack of your black limousine,:savqr spate 
rich tasting black coffee and look at your wrist know ing that 
you have some great time on your hands. 

An offer that will make you dig out your old tux. The move
ment of the Stauer Noire wrist watch carries an extended two 
year warranty. But first enjoy this handsome vintage time
piece risk-free for 30 days for the extraordinary price of only 
3 payments of $33. If you are not thrilled with the quality and 
rare design, simply send it back for a full refund of the pur
chase price. 

Exclusive Offer—Not Available in Stores 
Call now to take advantage of this limited offer. 

Stauer Noire Watch—$99 or 3 payments of $33 +S&H 

800-952-4473 
Promot iona l Code N W T 1 5 8 - 0 2 

Please mention this code when yon call. 

In unlcr hy mail, please call Jar details 

Suuer 
H u l l . A . , c» S i n . , , 

14101 Southcross Drive W., IXpt. NWT158-02 
Bnrnsville, Minnesota 5S337 

www.Stauer.com 

"As a professional restorer of ant'upie 
and classic watches for major museums, 

I recently reviewed the movement 
* ^ \ and individual parts of 

V the Stauer Soire watch. 
The assembly and the precision 

of the mechanical movement 
j are excellent." 

\ ^<W —George Thomas 
•* A Towson Watch Company 

http://www.Stauer.com

